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DEF AT OF THE WATEK WOPKS BONDS
GLORY ENOUGH FOR ONE DAY FOB PEOPLE

THIS ROOSTER

THIS ROOSTER

EVERY CANDIDATE ON fTHE CITIZENS'
NON-PARTISA-

i

PARTY TICKET ELECTED

N

And the Bonds for City Building Carried by a Big Vote

Municipal Owner-

ship Advocates Were Plenty, but Objected to Being Buncoed,
and So Recorded Their Votes.
As forecasted in The Evening Cltiien, yesterday aftermfcn,. when Hie total vote of the four wards, up to 3
o'clork, was published and a comparison made with the vote past at the same hour, two years ago, the returns,
as counted and certified' to by the judges and cderks of the "virions wards, proved pretty conclusively that when
it comes to prophesying as TO THE WISHES OF THE PEOPLE in an election such as yesterday. The Evening
Y
Citizen goes promptly to the front.
This paper, at 3 o'ciocx, yesterday afternoon, stated Amt the water works bonds would be DEFEATED
AND THAT DECISIVELY, although this paper admitted that the workers over In the Third ward would carry
the proposition by a SMALL VOTE, and the prediction came true, for the majority for bonds in this ward was
only 11, while it was given out by one enthusiastic water 'orks man and SOLICITOR OF VOTES, that the
majority for the bonds. (
Third ward would Rive a
n
The returns from this ward, on the water works bonds,' showed that this hitherto
election
prophet was mistaken.
No prediction was made by The Evening Citizen, yesterday afternoon, on the vote on the water works
bonds in the First ward, because of the fact that canvassers did not HAVE A "GOOD POINTER" on the vote
coming from the native settlement in the northeastern section of that, ward, but It is Indeed gratifying to make
the announcement, today, that the "unknown vote" of the First ward rolled up a majority, although small.
AGAINST THE ISSUANCE OF WATER WORKS BONDS,
and hence, saved themselves from nddltional
'
taxation.
THE QUESTION OF MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP DIQ NOT ENTER INTO THE CONTEST FOR OR
ACAINST THE WATER WORKS BONDS, YESTERDAY.
WHILE THERE IS A LARGE FOLLOWING FOR
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP OF WATER, IN THE CITY, THE PEOPLE THOROUGHLY DEMONSTRATED,
YESTERDAY, BY THEIR VOTES AGAINST THE WATER WORKS EONDS, THEIR DISAPPROVAL OF
CERTAIN METHODS AND FALSE FINANCIAL ST ATEM ENTS, AND ALSO TH E FACT THAT TH EY COULD
NOT BE BUNCOED INTO PURCHASING AN INADEQUATE
PLANT FOR SUCH
AN OUTRAGEOUS
PRICE.
The Evening Citizen prophesied that the city building bonds would be carried by a big majority, and the
returns, published below, show that THE PEOPLE VOTED CORRECTLY, and as this paper wished. This
n
was carried by 5 to 1. and In a very short time the "Duke City of the IUo Grande Valley" will have a
FINE CITY HALL, where the affairs of the municipality wijl be transacted, etc.
Just before The Evening Citizen went to press, yesterday afternoon, a representative of this paper made
the rounds of the wards, and, In a paragraph, stated that every man on the Citizen's
Party ticket
WOULD BE ELECTED, with a very close shave for Ilanley In the First ward, and Learnard In the Second ward,
both candidates for aldermen, and tho returns show that they had a TIGHT RACE, BUT GOT IN, the former by
11 votes, and the latter by 23 votes.
The most surprising part of yesterday's election was the small vote cast by the Socialists and the returns
show a GREAT DIMINISHING of Socialism In this city.
;
The Taxpayers' league ticket candidates pulled a fine vote, considering the fact that they had no newspaper to aid them, had only a couple of days in which to see the "DEAR PEOPLE," and held only two nioetlngs,
besides being bunked up against the city organizations of both the republican and democratic parties.
The Evening Citizen here appends the total vote8 cast In the city yesterday, for all the officials:
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CROWS FOR THE PEOPLE WHO VOTED FOR THE CITY BUILDING
BONDS.
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CROWS

PEOPLE WHO VOTED AGAINST THE WATER.
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RAILROADS

RESULTS IN

STRIKE IS
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NEWS ITEMS

ELECTIONS
Chicago

--

Municipal! Southern Pacific Stock

For

holders Elect the

Ownership For the
Fourth Time.
CITY

KANSAS

FIRST WARD.
NOVA

REPUBLICAN

SC0TIAN

SUES

For Mayor
McKeo,

KING

-

Mayor Rose Deservedly Goes! Fatal Accident to Train of
Red Men Is Narrowly
to the Wall in Mayor- Avoided.
alty Contest.
j

York. April 4. The annual
of the stockholders of the
Southern Paciiic railroad will be held
New

Chicago, April 4. Municipal owner-- !
ship won Its fourth victory in Chi- "ago yesterday.
The plan to issue
$75,000,000 bonds to purchase
the
street railways was indorsed and
i here can be no further contest.
KANSAS

j

Total vote for Treasurer
Rogers' majority over Doatrlght,
For City Clerk-L- ee,

Tho financial
here this afternoon.
condition of the company is said to be
very satisfactory and it Is expected
that many improvements will bo ap- - Owen, Taxpayers'
Hotelling, Socialist
proved.
Subsequent News.
At the annual meeting of the stoek-th- e
Total vote for Clerk
e
holders of the Southern Paciiic
Lee's majority over Owen, 17.
l,an'- - n0'J here today, the old board
Term
For Alderman,
of directors was elected. The stock
Hanley,
was mainly represented by proxies.
Mann, Taxpayers'
INJURED PASSENGER
Staehlin, Socialist

270
22.
131
114
25
'

270

127
116
21

Non-Partis-

ASKS KING DAMAGES.
N. S.. April 4. The case

Halifax,

Total vote for Alderman
Hanley's majority over Mann, 11.
Term
For Alderman,
exchequer court this morning, Judge
Burbridge presiding. The plaintiff is Hayden,
from New York and is suing the do- - Grande, Taxpayers'
minion government for damages for, Ryan, Socialist
l.iiOO.
injuries, etc., received in the Milford
wreck of the Intercolonial railway In
Total vote for Alderman
11904.
DOWIE TO EE RESISTED
He was onf of the passengers
Hayden's plurality, 11; majority over Grande, 26.
ON HIS RETURN TO ZION.'on the train, leaving Halifax on the
Term
Chicago, April 4. It was decided to- - morning that the railway disaster oc-- !
For School Trustee,
wan
lay by Overseer Voliva of Zioii City,' furred. He claims that he was Blight-thWashburn, Non-Pain view of the announced return !v injured, tliat he lost a diamond Itucklln, Taxpayers'
of Itowle from Mexico, and his de- - valued a' let ween $400 and $500, and Guevara, Socialist
vlared intention of making a fight other personal property,
lie also
:igalnst the action of his suspension claims J2,imii) damages for loss of
Total vote for School Trustee
overseer
case,
present
is
office,
The
time.
case
as sev-ha- ll
a test
from
that the
Washburn's plurality, 15; majority over liucklin,
appoint
a
receiver for the eral other passengers, who were on
Church of Zion and all the property the mine train, have filed claims for
Water Works Hotels
standing in ih.j name of the church. li.vnages, i.iui whether they will be Against issuance of builds
The courts will nrobablv be asked to tried or not depends on the outcome For issuance of bunds
name Voliva. It is also asserted by of t he i , nt suit.
ihe officers of Zion City that If Howie' MIGHT HAVE BEEN
Maji tity au.'eiis;
returns anil commences legal action'
SERIOUS ACCIDENT.
City Huilditig lind- against the present officers
f the
Richmond. Ind., April 4. As the re- For issuance of bonds
church, or attempts to oust them,
of a cave in of one side of a Against Issuance of l oads
;hcy will cause his arrest and pros- sult
&
avy till, a Chicago, Cincinnati
ecution on the charge of the misuse hi
Louisville sptcia! tiain, bearing ""0
.d hind.!.
Majority for
members of the Red Men order, en
route b me from a district meeting at
TJRY DOCK DEWEY
SECOND WARD.
was wrecked today.
Six
GETTING ALONG WELL.
were injured, but none
Valefa, Malta, April 4. The I'nit- - pass, nm-rFur Mayor
,i Sia"-.dry dock Dewey and her latally. The baggage car and the car McKce,
s. bound for the Philippines, io xt to I; left the rails and rolled: Cl.amberlin. Tuxpav' .v
eon
a twenty-fo.i- t
embankment.
at noon t.)day. It was report- down
;a.-s'- .l
Rock. Socialist
Forty men were In the coach.
J t ha- a'.! sas wi ll.
NEW MEXICO'E ENEMY
LEFT BY THE ROADSIDE.
Milwaukee, Wis.. April 4. Unofll-la- l
returns show that Sherlmrn M.
Hecker, republican, is elected mayor,
defeating L). S. Hose, democrat, by
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e
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WARD.
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Chamberlin, Taxpayers'
Rock, Socialist

26

Total vote for Mayor
McKee's plurality, 4; majority over Cliamberlln,
For City Treasurer
RriL'ers,

right, Taxpayers'
Gustafson. Socialist

lie.-;-

Total vote for Trea.-.uiv- r
plurality, 41; majority over lioatright,
For City Clerk

l.e.e.
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New York Money Market.
New York, April 4. Money on call,
sitong and higher, at CUIilS pi r
cent; ruling rate, if, per cent; prime
per cent.
nieicanuie pa;1' r. i!4t
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April 4, lid it',,
'i'o the City Council of the City
of Al'.U'pieriUe.
;f
fielitletneu liy order
t!:c
the hoard of directors of the

V.'a'.r Supply company, the ap-l.cr.'t fere made for the
a ill if the franchise of said
.
a. at.y U hereby withdrawn.
,
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Washington, D. C, April 4. The
It Is
the Joint committee on statehood iheld no
president has made reply to the tele- session today, but will resume togram received from the coal oper- morrow. So far, no method
been
ators, and while the text will not be suggested for compromise of has
the difmade public, thero is authority for the ferences between the two houses, alstatement that tho president has de- though such suggestion may be mane
cided not to Interfere so long as con- at tomorrow's meeting.
ditions remain as they are now.
IN THE HOUSE.
MITCHELL AND MARSTON
Washington, U. C, April 4. When
HOLD SECRET CONFERENCE. the house convened today
the denat-- '
New York, April
4. President uralized alcohol bill was ordered to
Mitchell today held a conference with the calendar. Hartboldt, of Missouri,
,
I
J. L. Marston, of the Texas & Pacific lfnll.,,1
..
...... ....
,i,c I. Ill iy jiiui
iui aie iuo
Coal company.
Neither would say National American-Germaalliance
agreement
whether an
was reached.
of tho United States of America, under the laws of the District of ColINTIMIDATION
IS
umbia. He said that the oreanuiauou
'
CHARGED ON MEN. Is the most patriotic in character and
Irwin, Pa., April 4. Ij.st night was has n political significance what-ever.
one of terror and disorder at the Edna
It was an American orgunlza-mine No. 2 of the Pennsylvania Gas tlon made up of Germans who desired'
& Coal company, where several
hun- to help
whenever possible their
dred men are on strike for recogni- brethren to a better Understanding of
tion of tiie union. The strikers all American institutions.
Hepburn obseem t be armed, and from dark
l jected, and the bill went over.
daylight a continuous fusillade of
Ship Subsidy Bill.
firing was kept up. Fortunately, no
The ship subsidy hearings were be--!
one was injured.
gun today by the house committee on
merchant marine and fisheries. John
STEEL CORPORATION
IS
McCall, past national president of the
ANXIOUS FOR AGREEMENT. bollerniakers' association, stated that
Wheeling. W. Va., April 4. The the w irlit'ii ti ent'ry-(.'In shipbuilding
management of the American Sheet wt re in favor of a subsidy. George
Steel and Tin Plate company, oper- L. Duval!, chairman of tho ship sult-sid-y
ating a number or mines in this state
committee, of the New York mer- ;
for Its own use, has requested a
hunts' association, drew a rapid fire
ference with the miners' scale
of quest ions
from
Hcprtaenutive
Indicating a desire to adjust Humphrey, the latter stating that he
all differences and resume work. The wanted to show that Duvall was aim-pl- y
American company is a subsidiaty
representing the foreign shipping
organization of the Cnited States interests. This the witness hotly deSteel corporation, and it is uuderstoou nied.
this plan will be followed wherever the rfleil coriHii.tt ion min s arc
IN THE SENATE.
affected.
Washington, D. C, April 4. At the
beginning of Lie senate session today
ANTHRACITE OPERATORS
the bill was passed increasing
the
REFUSE ALL DEMANDS. limit of cosi for the public building
New York, April 4. The Shaiuokin at Yankton. S. D. The urgeucy descale committee of anthracite miners, ficiency bill was next taken up.
to which has been entrusted the task
Selection of Committee.
of endeavoring to 1. ach an agreement
Republican members of the senate
with the mine owners, went into ses- and liou.-,- of representatives will hold
sion at '.):'.',' o'clock this morning at a caucus this afternoon for the purllieir headquarters in the Ashland ho- pose of selecting
a congressional
tel, t' discuss what their next move committee to serve during the camsh al t be. The instructions to this paign of l'.iuO. The call was Issued
body call for an ngr. enient with the
weeks ago by Senator Allison and
anthracite operators nibjci t to rati- ltepresentative Hepburn, chairniau of
fication by a convintlon to bo railed the respective caucus committees of
by the union, and in case they fail to the senate and hou-of representaarrive at an undcrstandim:. the com- tives
mittee
lenoit such failure to the
Depew Can't Resume.
'convent .011. All demands have been
New York, A pi il 4. The
,y
tie."uunft
operators,
tefused
and the
question
be decided How by the says: Senator Depew will not in all
to Washington
commit 'i e Is wlie-lntheir propo.-i-'i'M'-s I't o!,abbit . return
d'liittg the pres. nt session. His famshould be modified or
lepr. ...ent ing a'l the hud ily phytcian. Dr. Fierce llailey, says:
coe.l
"Senator Depew has been under my
vlioubl be Min.tnon-e10 t!.e foiucti'ion nt one., to de- c:i:-side last autumn. He is sufferbe ing Com a tieivous breakdown,
cide what filitllef acti n
tho
result of prolonged strain. I now ex-tale 11.
t him
good
recovery
ti make a
St. Louis Wool Market.
and resume his senatorial duties. For
Wo,
Si. I.o lis. Mo., April 4
p
h
sat
salt sever.il months of rest
bet Meady ami unchanged.
are Imperative."
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Washington, I). C, April
stated at the White House

;
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'14
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ijoti--

Water Works lion.
issuance of boll
nt issuance ,f

Majority

r; ''
'

a.

Total vole for
t'aig's plurality.

--

for Tr .1 liter .
Total vo-KiimiV majority over IloatrU ht.
For City clerk

2.",;t
i;u.

'

.

wv-

:
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FOR

EXTENSION OF FRANCHISE

ING NOW FOR HAPPY COUPLE

Special

Total vote for Mayor

1'otal vote for Aid. riuan
ef.siadt'jt plurality.
majority over Ilorradaili
For Scdutol Trus-- i
Term
.

-

ARE CONFERRING

.

Majority for bonds
City Building Bonds- -For Issuance of bonds
Against Issuance of bonds

67

141

Houses.

Anthracite Operators Have Depew Will Not Return to
Again Refused All DeHis Duties During the ,
mands of Miners.
Present Session.
.

435

Total vote for School Trustee
Rice's majority over Skinner, 30.
Water Works Ronds
For Issuance of bonds
Against Issuance of bonds

THIRD

let

Attention of. Both

.

47

For Mayor

;

COMPROMISE

iia

264

139
103
25

Operators-Te- xt

LEADERS

213

" !'".'
Blackburn,
Socialist
To v

Non-Partls- an

corn-hous-

nuhlieans. Four members In the lower
house are democrats, and they were
he only democrats successful In yesterday's election.

Wan

Coal

Not Known.

Non-Partis-

Non-Partis-

CITY MADE
ALMOST CLEAN SWEEP.
Kansas City, Mo., April 4. All of!
fourteen members of the upper
in the new city council are re-- ,

Conley,
'

Total vote for Mayor
270
Total vote for School Trustee
McKee's plurality, 2; majority over Chauiberlln, 26.
Conley's majority over Pratt, 38.
For City Treasurer
For School Trustee,
Term-R.'
Rogers,
134
IJoatright, Taxpayers'
112
Skinner, Taxpayers'
Gustafson, Socialist
24
Deckhum, Socialist

nutting

..

,

Learnard's majority over Farr, 23.
por School Trustee,
Term

136
110
20

Chamlierlin, Taxpayers'
Kock- Socialist

-

The President Teleg raphs Only Minor Matters Claim
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engine ploughed Into his wngon just
ns tho horses drew clear of 1he track,
leaving tlio wagon directly In the path
Wttkly ky
of the train. Dyers ns liurU-i- l thirty
rMltkt Dally
foot Into t ho air, striking his head on
Tke Citizen Publishing Company the
rails as ho fill. ,U' sustained a
frnnnr of tho skull and an
oration wan ncessnry when lie was
r
ill n In tin' Receiving Imwpl ml.
n
i
Because this Is a new drug
,i
teamster.
-J. W. Nichols, another
store, tli stock Is incomplete,
ttbttllO.
V
I,
lllri'cflv
ill CT-f,.ia .Ivl. i.i.r n
.lust come in and roc. Wohnvo
l Ml
liycrs, iiictveu nirrh iii fn"
the stock to furnish you any
(doted what assistance ho could, whllo
'a messenger was dispatched to rail
police ambulance.
Official Paper of Bernalillo County tlioTho injured
youth ia a son of .1. w. ;x
and City of Albuquerque.
Drug, Medicine,
Itvcr..'. a grading contractor, llvl UK 6
on May avenue, south of the city :o
awttfctW f rati Afttrioen Dlipatrhra.
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New Mexico Cattleman.
MAY

WANT

POPULAR

COLUMNS

BE CRIMINAL

PROSECUTION

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City. Mo., April 2. The
cattle market advanced from 5 to 15c
last week, although the run was
at 40,oiiu head, about 10,000 more
than the corresponding week a year
ago.
The receipts for March wore
161,000 head,
131 .()(
against
last
March
and 140,om two years ago,
Vat-tiwhich was the largest March in
receipts at this market before this
year. The market was strong ana
healthy all month on killing stuff.
wlille stockers and feeders suffered a,
temporary weakness, because of bad
country roads and soft pastures. This
condition is now passed, and this week
will probably see a sharp advance on
stockers and feeders. They are selling strong today, a string of stockers
purchased on the Denver Market selling at. $4.80, and other hay fed country grades at $1.30 to $4.50. Killing
cattle are also strong today, although
the run Is liberal at 12.000 head. Pulp
fed steers from Sugar City sold at
rough
$5.05 and $5.10 today, ether
killers from Rocky Ford at $4.35.
Idaho hay fed steers sold the middle
of last week at $4.35 to $4.50, to feeder buyers, the rough t end to killers
at $4.35. Cows and the stuff generally, is a very valuable asset now,
anything at all decent, selling at $3.75
and upwards; bulls from Colorado
sold at $3.25 to $3.90 last week. Veals
are 5oc lower .than a week ago, best
ones now
bringing $6.50. Packers
have increased their cattle slaughter
here 30 per cent the first three months
this' year, as against the same time
last year, and the same healthy conditions are apparently good for some
time yet.
The mutton market gained from 10
to 15c last week. In spite of the liberal supply of 42.000 head. The run
today is 11,000 head, and the market
is strong and active. High priced
wool Is helping to sustain the market, besides tho belief that the supply
will soon diminish. The feature today is a shipment from the Fort Collins district, the 'ambs selling at $6.30
to $6.45, weighing up to 88 pounds,
and tho beech pulp fed ewes at $5.40,
against $a.25 two wetks ago. Arkansas valley lambs sold at $6.25 to
$6.40 today, top western fed ewes at
$5.50, top yearlings at $5.95, some
sheep and yearlings at $5.05. Tne
first clipped lambs appeared last week
and sold at $5.40. and the first spring
lambs brought $3. Thin and partly
finished lambs sold to go to the country last week at $5.25 to $6.
lib-or-

e

Here you'll find
what you've been

6

looking

for.
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Montezuma Ttxsst Co.

Reynolds'

Opposite

from f 1,000 to ('..(VjO a year whi h inimt be llllp.l at
once. If von want to nrttcr your condition write lor
plan ami booklet. Omcet in 12 cltlea,

0

HAPaOODS (Inc.), Brala Broken
017 Chemical Building, 6t. Louie
WANTED.
and handyWANTED Carpenters
men, at 412 West. Copper avenue.
WANTED Reliable, good woman, to
help in kitchen at once. 305 South

First street.

Bid.

WANTED Situation at office work.
Address
Experienced bookkeeper.
CI. H. S.. Citizen office.
WANTED Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Extracting

Painless
ALL

.

...50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

WORK

Aft-

$6.00
$1.50 Up

'00'

$8
GUAR-

In- -

15c.

NET

ALBUQUERQUE,

Make your wants
known ttirougn
tries a columns.

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

-

Jt'

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
I have Borne ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See hi in for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
TO" EXCHANGE I" havT"p7opertyln
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

44
9

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

TO EXCHANGE

pay-li-

.

OHXOOCKC0OOCI
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

FOR YOU

W

AVE.
New

CHARGE,

MINIMUM

0 Many men fxlt to nurcrod thronch lark of opportn
nlty.
eilnrk Omrmht men to ml bnimrel of blKQ
npportunlli'-- now on our iihis. yi o nave r.xerii.
q rr.le
an'l Bailsman poalrtonn
tivp, Clprlrdl,

PHARMACY
RAILROAD

per word, each
sertlon.

t

4 4

X

Citizen Ads WW Reach Them

'6

HIGHLAND
EAST

cot

'6
AN OPPORTUNITY

To lie found in any up to date
drug store. We fill proscrlp- No extra
accurately.
tloiis
eh.irge for delivery.

One

4, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

The Citizen's Classified Colamns Promote Business
q
r
0(
0
9,

Sick Room Requisite

.no

So

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

I

m

JONES

CITIZEN".

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

THE LVTMSG CITIZEN

aanta aar anonth,

EVEXTXQ

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
On

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00, Loans are qnlckly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re
main la your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
MEN WANTED 'Wages paid while
Rooms and 4, Grant Bldg.
learning the barber trade; situa$16 West Railroad Ate.
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Open Evenings.
Cal.
WANTED Men in eacn state to
HOW WILL YOU VOTE ?
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
Here's the Ticket.
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
FOR A HOME
WANTED A" sTIesman am!
must speak Spanish; good
wages guaranteed to the right man;
310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modbest of references required. Apply ern,No. new.
Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
in writing, to A. Kempenlch, Per
$2,700.
Easy terms, if you can't
etc.
M.
alta, N.
pay cash.
WANTED Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
PORTERFIELD & CO.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran110 West Gold Avenue.
teed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 Soutl Notarial
work and conveyancing.
First street.

4'4444'4'44'44-

f
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

it)

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
,
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
U.

B.

DEPOSITORY.

j'J SMJiJ;

'

.,....... $500.000 JH

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

$250,000.00

6anta Fe Railway Company

&

croccccccooc

The State National Bank

From Lob Angeles Examiner:
Mrs. Ethel Jones, who Is a
old mother, and who has been
B. F. COPP.
twice married since she achieved
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
what she considered to he the age
or
New Mexico
of matrimony, three and a half years
ago, yesterday denounced Walter H.
Capital Paid In
Jones, whom she claims as her hus$100,000 00
band, for having accused her of beSurplus and Profits.
17,000 00
ing a blackmailer.
"If I am not his legal wife," she
Bald, "then he played the most cowOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
ardly trick upon me of which a man
person when you have a
could be capable and left me in the
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR,
Vice President; J. B.
most humiliating situation a woman
Checking account at the bank. Y'ou
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
could experience."
deposit your money; the bank isE. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG.
The young woman has brought suit
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
FOR RENT.
sues you a pass book and checks.
against Jones, who is a .New ilex
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.
311
barn,
West
Good
RENT
FOR
Von can pay all obligations by
DENTISTS.
lean cattleman, 58 years of age, for
avenue.
Silver
She did
$500 a month maintenance.
writing out a check.
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF Q
FUR KENT Furnished or unfurnish-eDR. J. E. KRAFT,
not appear 'when the case came beFIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
Is no risk of losing your
There
C13
new
rooms
in
house.
East
Dental Surgeon.
fore Superior Judge York, Friday, in
money. There Is no chance of
Coal avenue.
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over 00X2XXCXXXXTOCCC3 OO
the shape of a suit to dissolve the
error in making change. The I'Ult RENT Furnished rooms, for the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Jones from
Injunction restraining
gentlemen only; no Invalids. Ap- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
ooeooco-cocoeooc-ofccttoeoo- i
drawing any of his money from the
bother of making change is en
mall.
ply at 209 Hazeldine avenue.
Farmers' and Merchants' National,
tirely eliminated; you can write
ath,
bank.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
house, with-bout a check for the exact amount. FWritENTIlrick
Hardesty,
avenue.
Office
No. 30S Railroad
"My attorney,
Elmer
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Y'our check is of no value to any
l
Latter Meads
went back on me," she said, "and,
Gunsul.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
besides, I was waiting for new eviEnvelope
one except yourself. Y'our checks
by
pointments
FOR
mall.
SALE.
made
I
have
of
letters.
dence In the shape
receipts in all cases.
Note Heads
are
stocTTales
case
new
attorney and the
secured a
Thirty-thre- e
of
yards
SALE
Programs
FOR
PHYSICIANS.
business,
to
checking
a
have
It's
may
be a
will be pushed. There
linoleum, cheap. 320 Hunlng ave
Invitations
account at the bank.
criminal prosecution."
MUST,
L.
DR.
R.
nue.
Catalogues
Until yesterday, Mrs. Jones had Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., March 30. Fol- THE BANK OF COMMERCE FOR SALE Windmill, secondhand;
kept herself preslstently from re- lowing
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Blank Books
Colorado
some
sales
1005
were
of
cheap.
Arno
South
Address
porters, and an atmosphere of mysTuberculosis treated with
Receipt
Books
City
Kansas
western
cattle
at
street.
and
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
tery seemed to envelop the cottage
Electrical Current and GerJT5
FOR SAIiE All lots lu Coroiiada micide. Treatments given each day
she occupies with her child and this week:
t
H. Cleverly, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 207
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
mother and younger sister, at 720
feeders, 956 pounds, $4.50; 12 feeders, C. P. POiEY FORMERLY
Broadway.
In other words
in attendance. Both 'phones.
Mast Sixteenth sreet.
Room
he
we turn e t
OK. W. G. SHADRACH,
She is a handsome young woman, B56 pounds, $3.50.
OPERATOR AT BLAND SELL. KENT OH TRADE List your
F. K. Httt, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 115
every
thing a
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300"
with the dimples of a child. Her
kill47
pounds,
Eye,
to
$4.40;
Nose
Ear,
Practice limited
printer knows
baby, a boy, was born February 23d, feeders, o!
South Broadway.
LAKE
AND
SALT
feeders,
17
ers,
CAPITALISTS
1174 pounds,
$4.35;
and Throat.
how to do
and was named by its father, "WaMINING FOR SALE Furniture of six moms;
Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe coas,
PLANNING A HUGE
914 pounds, $3.80.
lter H. Jones."
Inrent.
also,
for
modern
house
313
Office,
69
COMBINE.
lines.
Railroad
West
F. M. Knapp, Monte Vista, Colo.,
"I was first married to JamajS
quire over Farr's meat market.
avenue.
Stowe," she said, "in 1902, when I stockers. 663 pounds. $4.30; 21 stockgood
in
lit
drug
store
A
FOR
SALE
9
12
a.
m.
to
In
Hour:
and 1.30 to 5
O. P. Posey, formerly of niand,
oa C
090oomomomoTomoom
was not quite 14. Wo lived together ers. S8!) pounds, $4.35.
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad- p. n
34 Cochiti district, of this territory, but
Colo.,
Hocky
Yant,
A.
Ford.
entered
then
but a short time and
300
Broadway.
den,
South
846 pounds, $4.35; 13 calves. now of I.OS Angeles, is in a combinaC5
,
NURSE.
into an agreement that he should get Blockers.
tion of mine owners which has for its FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busipounds, $3.50.
ESTABLIBHKD 1871 0
0
a divorce. I did not appear at the 390Some
"OLD
RELIABLE"
Mcness for city property. T. L.
Mr. M. R. Wharram,
sales of western shttp and puriHise tho forming of a great mining
trial and supposed that the case went
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
consolidation at Goldfield, Nevada.
Room 31, Barnett building.
Auto
lambs at Kansas City this week:
by default.
O- His partners are William E. Brevoort, FOR SALE Small stock merchandise phene, C13; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
Monday, March 26.
"I married Mr. Jones, July 1, J05,
hydroD.
McCornlck.
Peery
Massage,
490
10.
H.
7
300
12
Clarence
Colo.,
to
and
to
L.
R.
a
McGrath,
I.aniar,
T.
and
bargain.
McSpadden,
at
1
was
free
under the impression that
The names of the properties to be
therepy and other Battle Creek meth$6.20.
South Broadway.
to do so. He had known of my mar- lambs. 83 &pounds.Norton,
Kan.. 2ti:io taken over are being guarded with FOR SALE A hanusome Hardmau ods.
Hirkeit
I...
acted
riage to Mr. Stowe, as he had
great secrecy, but the deal will inpiano, In fine condition and almost
as best man and knew of the divorce lambs, 70 pounds. $5.95.
UNDERTAKER.
Heatty Bros., Manscanola, Colo., 1528 volve millions of dollads, it Is said.
For parties-lars- ,
Lew, at a bargain.
ault. It wasn't until after he sent me
Grain
minMr.
well
Posey
in
known
is
the
pounds.
78
Colo. Red 115.
316.
Auto,
office.
$6.20.
'phone
lambs.
August
this
at
call
and my mother out here last
Tom
of
ing
promoter
as
the
, 500
fields
Colo
the
Ford,
Vanhorn,
Rocky
A.
J.
BORDERS,
question
that I learned there whs a
FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
Roy mine in Colorado, the Bingham
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
City Undertaker.
about tho divorce having been lambs, 76 pounds, $6.20.
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
Gold
559
in
Consolidated
I'tah,
Colo.,
Building. Black
the
and
in the Southwest.
Animas,
McNaught,
Club
Commercial
J.
I.as
thirty-foo- t
granted.
counter.
one
counters;
Road In Arizona. Ho has become inand white hearse, $5.
"He wrote to me then, saying that lambs, 92 pounds, $6.30.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
Goldfield end Manhattan
a lawyer had come to him with a bill (. W. Terpening, Prowers, Colo., 242 terested inopening
LAWYERS.
AND
of those districts. FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a bar-In
the
of $80 which I owed on account of the ewes, 85 pounds, $5; 198 lambs, 74 since
will take small property
gain;
in
Mr.
large
Brevoort
interests
has
$6.10.
pounds,
Rodey.
S.
Bernard
divorce suit. He told me in the letor
phone
exchange.
Write, wire,
.
and plants in almost every
ALBUQUERUE. N. H.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
RAILl DAD AVENUE
ter that Stowe hadn't got the divorce. W. W. Randall, Rocky Ford, Colo., mines
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303 N. M. Prompt
large mining camp in the country. He
all
given
to
attention
"You are not my wife, anyway,' 516 lambs, 79 pounds, $6.
Broadway.
South
W. S. Walton, Ijis Animas, Colo., recently sold an Idaho mine for
ho wrote, 'because the man who perbusiness pertaining to the profession
$3,000,000. Mr. Peery was owner of FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For Will practice in all courts of the terriformed the ceremony was not a min- 1051 lambs, 74 pounds, $6.10.
property,
furnnew
a
effy
or
mine,
ranch
the
IN PLUMBING WE ARE PROUD
rich
Tuesday, March 27.
tory and befoia the United State
ister. He was only a fakir.'
ished rooming house. Best location
A. I). Mathias, Monte Vista, Colo., which he sold to Schwab and assosay that our prestige is never quesoffice.
To
"When the ceremony was performland
In the city. Address F. J., this ofciates. He has acquired the STray
ed. Mr. Jones would not have a min 55: lambs, 67 pounds, $6.10.
M. Bona.
Ira
tioned.
Our reputation for sanitary
fice.
durDog
and,
property
Manhattan
at
262
Colo..
It. McCrath, Lamar,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 P street
ister we knew, hut got a man from
plumbing has been earnscientific
and
brought
years,
ing
good
general
merchanFOR
SALE
A
has
few
last
the
Kl Paso. Mr. Jones got possession of lambs, 83 pounds, $6.35.
Washington, D. C. Pensions,
dise and grocery business, with meat N. W., patents,
ed only from the execution of the
G. W. Tweedie, Las Animas, Col).. immense sums of money for Investcaveats
copyrights,
the marriage certificate and no reclands,
ment to southern Nevada.
market included, and buildings for letter patents, trade marks, claims.
highest grade work in this line, which
ord of the marriage was ever made. 5o5 lambs. 77 Kninds, $6.20.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
(I. VV. Terpening, Prowers,
Colo.,
He explained his getting this strange
embraces all kinds of sanitary plumbKidney
Bryan.
V.
W.
With
ft.
Five
Years
for
Suffered
Broadway.
North
man hy saying that if his friends 169 lambs, SO pounds, $6.20; 73 ewes.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlhuquer
gas fitting, steam and hot water
ing,
Trouble.
and
Livr
Monorca
FOR
Bar
and
kuY-SALE Black
he was married they would 84 pounds, $5.10.
' I
National
five years with kidbeating. We are always fair in our
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch nuo. N. M. Office, First
W. W. Randall,' Rocky Ford. Colo., ney suffered fortrouble,
make him treat. And he's one of the
which caused
Bank building
and liver
inn; 75 cents per netting. Ed.
522 lambs, 75 pounds, $6.2o.
stingiest men in the world.
price. We carry the finest line of garback and a
severe
E. W. Dobson.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
Mark ham 4i Cox, Lamar, Colo.. (o blinding pains across Iihe
"He bought this place instead ofdyspepsia
.
den hose in the city.
had
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWheadache.
Crcm
Office
prodouble-ba- r
ilni yearlings, 91 pounds, $5
A
the $7,000 house he was going 1o
I could FOR SALE
so
constipated
and
M.
was
that
N.
Albuquerque,
block,
well
shotgun; bran new
relod,
Wednesday, March 28
vide for me, and gave us never more
not move my bowels without a caStandard Heating & Plumbing Co.
II. l.asemer, jtobinson, Colo.,
never has been used; one of th
than $10 a week. Thai's all we Kot
LAND MATTERS.
by ChamberI
was
cured
thartic.
Call
of
The
at
best
Citizen
Colo., Red 284; Autowhen we had to pay rent. Somelimon lambs, 82 p uiids. $6.45.
makes.
Both 'Phones:
and
lain's Stomach nnd Liver Tablets
H. W. S. Otero,
fice for particulars.
J. Van Horn, Rocky Ford. Colo.,
it was only $5 and we nearly starved;
matic, 671.
months,"
six
now
for
have
well
been
Commissioner,
probably would have if we hadn't lambs. 77 pounds. $6.30.
United States Court
of FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
Mr. Arthur H. Strickland
s:iv
attend
L. Maiiman, Robinson. Colo.,
"I Chattanooga, Term.
found good friends.
by all
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South 703 West Silver avenue. Will
sale
For
land office
the
before
to
matters
"He never addressed any letters to lambs, 72 pounds, $0.2u.
Broadway.
druggists.
.1.
me, hut always sent
I', (i. Scott, I. as Animas, Colo.,
them to my
BEAUTY CULTURE.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inLUMBER
mother, lie never introduced me as lambs, s:; pounds, $6.;in.
AND
I have some
terested In mines?
COMING EVENTS
bis wife, but in several places hero
Kubv v McAfee, Las Animas, Co!i
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
SHERMAN-WILLIAMgood deals. Talk with
said
Alwaji
to
BUILDING
PAPER
be
PAINT
191 lamb.-- .
be has lived with me. and people (;,) liunl.s ri pounds
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
me T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadCovers more, looks best, wears stock. Plaster, Lime, Cemeai.
pril 7 "Human Hearts.
liave caled nie 'Mrs. Jones' in insi - i oountls. ?
New Y'ork city. The lates
Late
of
way.
longest, most economical, full
April 15 Easter Sunday.
presence.
Lamar,
u. MeGrath,
Cob
I:i5
scientific appliance and up to date
Paint, Glass, 9sh Doers, ete
measure.
April 20 Military ball. Company G. FOR SALE New furniture of four-roo- methods fo- - treating tire hair, face
"When the baby was born he tele- - l:m(is, 82 p unds, $6 35.
house; sewing machine, Jewthe Death
May 1 Walter Scott,
aad
steaming
phoned the notice io the health of Complexion
u. MiCrai h, Lamar Col, i.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
6calp.
AVE.
FIRST STREET AND COAL
a., stove.
Cheap, If sold at and
el
Vallev Miner, at the Elks' oyera house.
fice and gave IiIh name as the father lambs, kl' pounds, $6.35.
bleachlne: manicuring and shampoo
4u6
Fuehr,
C.
E.
South
Casino.
May 15 The opening of the
water
automatic
and my name, 'Mrs. Ethel Jones,' as
ing. Electrolytic
Hiiketi & I.., Norton, Kan.. 1724
Fom ili stro-etaavjsvAuvjurvBssarsjajNji virscrvji sjrsarsu
tho mother. If he is not my husband lambs, 7u pounds. $6.
massage, C13 West Gold avenue.
Carnegie?
Mr.
FoiTYTVLE
corner
Cheap,
How
two
Are
These.
lots in Auto phone 279.
he should le forced to support me
Thursday, March 29.
The (lowering mill at I'uyne sufferEastern addition, or will trade for
because he is the father of my baby
(i. W. Tweedie, Las Animas, Col.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ed quite a loss bv fire last week
horse and wagon; part on mouthly
and has, up to three weeks ago, rec- fK4 lambs. 78 pounds, $6.30.
night between the hours of
payments. Apply to A. J. Robertson,
ognized his obligations 1o me."
E. J. Hilling & Son, limar. Colo., Thursday
Thn.. K. D. Maddison,
!";3tl and II p. in. Antwerp (Ohio!
"
South Edith.
23S ewes, 87 pounds, $5. 3d.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 Wfct
Bee.
Colorado-ArizonFOR S A LlVerjr cheap; o lief "must.
A FATAL SANTA FE
Sheep companv
Gold avenue.
CROSSING IN LOS ANGELES. Las Animas Colo., 256 html
sell, equity in a modern eight-rooMl
ARCHITECTS.
' and 100x142 foot lot, close In
Ray Byers, 19 years old, a teamster, iwiunds, $6.30.
n Broadway.
Four rooms rented
was struck and probably fatally inL. Marlman, R diinson Colo.,
F W Spencer and V. O. Walling
a
AND CURE the LUNGS
per month. Tills is a snap. ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett building
jured by a Santa Fe train while driv- lambs, 73 pounds, $6.25.
A Mr, ss. Owner, Citizen office.
ing across the tracks at Seventh
Friday, March 30.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
E. J. Hilling U Son, ltmai Clio.,
l'')lt SALE Here Is a bargain.
btreet and Santa Fe avenue, about 11
WITH
CIVIL ENGINEER.
o'clock, (his morning, says the Ios 2jIi ewes,
jHiunds, $,,.35.
ranch In the Rio Grande val-b- :
Angeles Examiner. A pet dog, which
Montano, Las Animas,
Colo,, L'i!
plenty of water; only four
J. R. Farwell,
was seated beside the Injured team-ttte- r, lambs, 76 pounds. $6.35.
mi'es north of 'be city; all culti- Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
was ihrown benath tho wheels
Colorado Arizona
;.
Sheep eoiupany
place
to vaist
No.
.
ACCOUNTANT.
AND
of the cars and ground to pieces, Las Animas, Colo., :Vi7 lambs, (
Pries
;is and grow their food. N
rONSUMPTION
a
wagon,
contained
KJiinds,
which
$6.35.
the
while
I'e.n h Si Co., 212 West (lold ave
00
Books and
ACCOUNTING
50c
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.
systems installed. Twenty years'
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experience.
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or MOIIi:!
Ihe tracks before It
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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Most Anything

SPECIAL PLEA PUT UP

Yes,
who was studying jlti

Citizen Correspondent Evidently Has Been "Seen."
Unauthorized Attack on Speaker Cannon

ALSO PLEA FOR AGED AND WORN OUT
.
Washington, 1). C, April 1. There
is an accumulation of evidence that
public sentiment regarding tho United
a
States senate is undergoing
change. The great volume ot abuse
which has been heaped upon the upper house of congress has brought the
reaction; the American,
inevitable
ense of fair play has been aroused
svnd there is a public disposition to
appraise the senate's merits, along,
with its indisputable faults.
Strange as it may seem, the rail- Toud rate bill, which a month or so
ago was the chief cause of public
wrath against the senate, seems des- tined to be the instrument for re- storing that boc'j- - to popular esteem.
The senate debate on this measure
lias been one of the ablest and most
Illuminating ever heard in the American congress, and by means of it the
country has gained a more intelligent
problem.
Insight into an intricate
When congress convened there was a
demand that the president's
should forthwith be en-- !
acted into law; now the public is ap- parent ly disposed to agree that, a
milder measure which will stand the
test of the courts were better than
more drastic but unconstitutional legiislation.
Andrew Carnegie's uttenances on
the question of railroad rate legislation have attracted more attention,
probably, than those of any other
man, in or out of congress, the president alone excepted. When Mr. Carnegie points out the evils of the
system, he speaks as one who
knows. Probably no other man in
America has been so lare a beneficiary
uf the system against which he now
Inveighs. Retired from business and
tlevoting his time and money to projects for the uplifting of mankind, he
is anxious to serve his country by
pointing out the business wrongs on
which his business career made him
no
As Mr. Carnegie
an authority.
longer has any selfish ends to serve,
his advice is received with very proper respect and weight.
is
scnate.too,
d
The
grateful for Mr. Carnegie's championship. The retired steel king does
measures, and
not practice half-wa- y
there is nothing lacking in his defense of the upper house of congress,
Says Mr. Carnegie:
"I hold the senate to be the grand- est body of legislators in the world.
I am with the senate to protect it in
I
all Its constitutional 'privileges.
consider it a great, salutary, conser-'- s
vative force. If I could select, a tribu
nal to try me on the charge of any
crime, I should select the United
States senate If I were innocent, and
should avoid it if I were guilty. I
believe that it is right in its contentions, and I view with great pain the
baseless attacks upon it which now
the fashion. Mr. Gladstone
fieeni
caled our constitution the greatest
work that, was ever struck off at one
time by the brain an,d purpose of men.
I consider the United States senate
the most original and most beneficent,
feature that fathers are to be cred- ited with. I consider the recent at
tacks upon the senate outrageous, beI
think
cause wholly undeserved.
the senate is the ablest body of men
in the world today."
While these tcomiums are tickling
the ears of the august senators
bruised and battered as those ears
have been of late by malediction, the
house of representatives has suffered
a diminution of its wonted popularity
as the body "subject to the popular
will." Members In open debate make
charges of tyranny aginst the speaker: the sovereignty of the house organization has been maintained only
by the sharpest kind of use of the
party whip, and the democratic minority seems no more aide to agree
amo'njr itself than does the republican
majority.
As the senate's course in railway
rate legislation wins popular approval, the house, naturally, loses some of
the lustre which followed its hasty
passage of the bill. The impression
cannot be av.oided that to meet popular clamor the house merely rushed
through the rought draft and shunted
it up to the senate to be put tn shape
as a working law. This implies, more
or less, a shirking of respunsibility on
the house's part, and it is a pretty
safe prediction that should a satisfactory rate law be enacted, the public
will give credit to the senate and not
The house.
Statehood is another question with
which the house won htisiv praise,
and now seems to have the unpopular
Speaker Canend of the argument.
e
non forced through the
bill
in the face of a formidable insurrection, ami the nation applauded. In
the senate there was another of those
illuminating debates, and the hill was
.iniendeii to provide for the admission
of Oklahoma and the Indian Territory
as one state, with a provision that
New Mexico and Arizona should have
a chance to vote on the proposed
jointure. This did not satisfy the ad
vocates of immediate statehood for
New Mexico and Arizona, but
the
country as a whole accepted it as a
satisfactory solution of the question.
If was expected that the house
would yield in the matter and that
two of the territories, at least, would
get the statehood to which they are
so clearly entitle. by every test that
in the past. ihas prevailed. But again
the partv whip was applied, ami tho
bouse placed itself in the attitude of
being willing that the bill should fail
entirely i. lier than yield to the up
per body.
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to the throne Is deaf.
any neater than Nick.

Ttiis speech, in many ways one of
the most remarkable ever delivered
in the house, was followed by the
unusual spectacle of the speaker taking the floor to reply. It is true that
all he said was to attribute Mr.
Shackelford's attack on himself to a
quarrel which the Missouri member
has had with Minority Leader Williams, hut the fact that Mr. Cannon
saw fit to reply at all Is evidence
that he appreciates the house's altered state, and has grown sensitive
of criticism.
MOVEMENT

'

AGAINST

AGED

CLERKS IN DEPARTMENTS.
Official, or rather clerical, Washington is agitated just now over the
attacks in congress on the aged clerks
in the government
service.
Since
President Roosevelt has personally
interested himself, however,-thterror with which the agitation has been
regarded by many aged government
employes has largely been dissipated.
By Mr. Roosevelt's order, the civil
service commission is to supply chiefs
of bureaus with printed blanks for
the keeping of statistics relating to
the work and atendance of clerks
who have reached the age of slxty- five.

vw

open your Mouth.
That doesn't help your
Popularty, nor your Earning
capacity.
Besides, a man with bad Bowels Is in a
bad way.
And, a Coated Tongue, or a Bad Breath,
are sure signs of bad Bowels and poor
Digestion.

He can't be

Washington Gossip.
Special Correspondence.
Paying railroad fare seems to be
the order of the day.
A load of coal was delivered at the
white house yesterday. Prolmbly getting ready for the big strike.
Steve Elklns was in New York on.
business for a rew minutes Saturday.
Co and take a Ten Mile Walk, for
Several of our citizens have already
Exercise!
begun spring housecleaning.
The Are department had a call Fri-da'Finest thing in the world for Constipabut it proved to be a false alarm. tion, Indigestion, or Dyspepsia, Ten Mile
The band boys say that it they get
enough money to buy uniforms this Walks.
Haven't time? Too Lazy?
spring they will give free band concerts Saturday nights In July and AuWell, there is another Way.
gust.

Mis-souri-

mueh-nbuse-

,

CLERKSnitiarsi&S

come to a vote, lest it should cause
the paper trust to withhold its confund of
tribution to the campaign
your patty, then let some other
call up some other measure
in which out people are interested.
Missouri, magnificent, majestic Missouri, begs for recognition at your
hands.
"My colleague, Mr. Rhodes, has Introduced a bill to give a pensionable
status to the Missouri soldiers who
rallied around the flag In the war of
the rebellion. One or another of us
has Introduced that bill Into every
congress for twenty-fiv- e
years.
It
has always been referred to the committee and pigeonholed.
"For years 'bossism' has kept, these
bills out of the house by strangling
Now, Mr.
them in the committee.
Speaker, give them a 'square deal.'
Let my colleague call up his bill for
their relief. We democrats are all
here Pe Armond, Clark, Lloyd, Ruck-e- r,
Wood,
Hunt, Shackelford all
ready and anxious to vote for It. Sir,
in the name of Missouri, in the name
of the Union, in the name of liberty,
your heavy
I implore you to take
hand oft these old soldiers and let
us give them tardy justice.
"Mr. Speaker, my colleague is entitled to your most kindly consideration. His people as one man are in
favor of statehood for Oklahoma. He
favors it himself. Yet with sigular
loyalty and devotion be disregarded
his constituency's wishes to comply
with yours sacrificed his own convictions to your caprice and voted to
lash the people of Oklahoma to a
corpse. Then, I beseech you, forget
not your faithful retainer, but gratefully recognize him to call up his bill.
"Mr. Speaker, take heed how you
stand lost you fall. The people have
sot their faces and steeled their hearts
against 'bosses.' One-ma- n
power shall
not prevail. I raise the issue with
you. Upon this lloor I shall protest
against your absolutism and before
the people I shall arraign you for
subverting their representative

o

bad business, Billl
What you been Eating?
What were you drinking?
What kind of Lazy Chair did
you take exercise In?
Now don't think It doesn't

of

jilsu?

P. V. Hall brot In some samples of
Kaffir corn and sod corn which he se-- . matter!
cured In Kansas. Orient ( S. D.) Ar- Because, It's your Bowels
gus.
that talk now, every time you

is that you let it be voted on. Or, if
you are afraid to allow my bill to

reconi-uiendatio-

Inside your
cover and

LOOK

Bland chappie has organized' n
Sunday school with .lames chrlsninn
as superintendent.
Chilllcothe, Ohio
News.

Calls New Arizona State a Corpse.

ACt THREE.

Your .Tongue is Coated!

FOR AMERICAN SENATE t000C000000
what has become
tho man

'
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Take Artificial Exercise foryour Bowels.
That's CASCARETS.
They rouse the Bowel Muscles, just
as a Cold Bath freshens Athletic Muscles.
Waken them up. Strengthen them so
they Contract and Expand the Bowels and
Intestines In a healthy active manner.
That's how these muscles work the Food
along, through your thirty feet of Intestines, to Its Finish.
That's how they squeeze Castric Juice
into the fqgd, to Digest it.
That's how they make the millions of
little Suckers In tho Intestines draw the
Nutrition out of Food, and transform It

j

Fellows of the Same Stripe.

NOTICE

into Blood, Brawn, Brain and
Bone.
No purging from CASCARETS, because there is no flooding of the Bowels with a waste
of precious Digestive Juice, as
with Salts, Castor Oil,
"Physic," etc.
Cascarets act like Exercise,
harmless, pleasant, simple,
convenient, but sure as Shoot
ing.
The thin little Ten Cent
Box. carried in your Vest
Pocket constantly. Is sure
protection against the results
of"

Late Suppers
Cheerful Ioozing

Rapid Eating
Soiu U "a ling
Easy Chair Athletics
And Lazy Liver.
One tablet taken whenever you suspect
you need It will insure you against 90 per
cent of all other Ills likely to attack you.
Because 90 per cent of these ills begin
In the Bowels, or exist through poor
Nutrition,
Cascarets don't purge, don't weaken,
don't irritate, nor upset your stomach.
Ten Cents, at all Druggists. Be very
careful to get the genuine, made only by
the Sterling Remedy Company, and never
sold in .bulk.
Every tablet stamped

"CCC."

K7"
We

FREE TO OUR. FRIENDS!

want to srnd to our friends a beantlfnl

BONBON BOX.

French-desirne- d.

in colors.
It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps is asked as a
measure of good fait h and to cover cost of Cascarets.
with which this dainty trinket Is loaded.
723
y.
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New York,

DREW HER TRUSTY UMBRELLA

--

AND MARCHED TO BALLOT BOX
April Weather.
(By Hira L. Ricks.)
The position of the planets from
the 1st to the 10th makes it certain
that there will be several kinds of
weather in this period. There will
bo rain and snow in places and farmers should be careful in planting.
There will also be much sunshine and
pleasant weather In this period and
in the sections where the season is
fare nough advanced the weather will
not interfere with agriculture.
There will be more of the same
kind of weather about the 1 Fit h In
other sections. A heavy rainfall may
he expected about the 20th in some
places. From tho 20th to the end of
the month the weather will be tin
certain, on account of Jupiter, and do
not be surprised if snow should fall
In other sections of the country no
one need be worried.
Attention, New England.
There will be a pie social at Bliz-- u
Ridge school house on Friday
evening, the 23rd.
A number of our young people attended the pie social at the Oak Grove
school house last Friday evening.
A pie social will be held at Shull's
school house Saturday night, March
24, for the benefit, of the
Pleasant
Valley band.
The pie social given by our Indies'
Aid society on Friday evening last
was quite a success in every respect.
The weather was not as favorable as
is might have been, but nevertheless
a large crowd was present. Pies were
quite numerous. New Philadelphia
(O.) Democrat.

I.c;nilnster, Mass., April 3. "Tell
"She may nurse the crying, whin
my sisters all over this free country ing, spewing little male into boyhood

that they have the right to vote full
tickets at every election. The law in
this state, for instance, eays that women 'may' vote for school committee candidates, but It does not say
that she 'shall not vote for other
candidates,
it ia purely a negative
guess by mere man."
Mrs. Kate G. Hope, who cast a full
ballot at the town election here last
month, made this statement.
Thus
far she Is at liberty. Incidentally Bhe
is being deluged with letters of praise
from Buffragists and sympathizers all
over the country.
"With several women friends I had
gone down to vote for school committee," said Mrs. Pope. "The clerk
by mistake from his viewpoint handed
me the regular full ballot. I at once
went Into the booth and marked the
I) 2
Hot all the way from top to bottom. Then I drew my unbrella and
marched to the box. With my ballot
extended I marched under the noses
of the guardian's of man's great bluff
and cast my vote. I was not challenged. I had made up my mind that
the vote was to bo cast.
"The good women were horritled
when I told them. They said I would
tie sent to Jail. That did not worry
me. I would rather enjoy It. I'd be
there ready to show the world just
what benighted conditions obtain on
this sphere.
"Women go down into tho valley of
the shadow of death to bring man
into the world. Such a trivial thing
as voting, therefore, is to be denied
her!
-

Every clerk who Is sixty-fiv- e
years
.old will be Interviewed, and his chief
will set his answers down on the
tabulated blank. An inspection
of
his daily work and attendance will
furnish the remaining statistics, with
which the president will be able to
judge whether the recent attacks
made on the aged clerks are just.
It is not known just what the pres-- !
ident has In mind as to the form of
remedy, should he learn that age
makes the government clerk Incom-- i
petent, but it is said he will recommend special civil service examinations as the one way of silencing crit-- '
icism.
Clerks who have passed the sixty
year mark are not alarmed over the
new order. They are glad to know
that the president will make a per-- !
sonal investigation of the charges
against, them, nd are confident that
whatever the compilation of statistics
will show, they will be given a square
deal.
Alrady some of the chiefs of-- bureaus have sent. In their reports to the
commission, and in a couple of weeks
the tabulated reports will probably bo
sent to the president.

but she must not place safeguards
around him when tho crisis comes!"
Mrs. Pope, herself, is childless.
"I contend," continued
Mrs. Pope,
"that under the constitution of the
United States there ia plenty of authority for women to vote. New laws
are not needed. Get the regular ballot nnd vote it. The men won't dare
attempt to have the election upset,
and the political wiseacres know it.
"Women spend too much time
pleading for that which they ought to
take without asking anv silly Ques
tions. They have plenty of rights
row, if they only knew enough to
avail themselves of them.
"At the next election I purpose
voting the full lallot, even if it is
necessary to compel the clerk to pro
vide me with a ballot. There Is no
law on the books which says thnt he
snail not do so. '
Mrs. Pope, who Is a charming wo
man, is the wife of Frank Pope, a
prominent newspaper man of Boston,
wno lias a hnndsonio home in this
town. She is In business and Is high
ly successful.
She has heen a suffragist since she
was fourteen years old, and her work
nns won the approbation of Miss An- tnony's circle.
Mrs. pope Is not seeking notoriety
but declares that she would have
been untrue to her principles If she
had not made the most of her oppor
tunity to show the women of this
country that It Is possible to vote
and keep out of Jail.

Washington Gossip.
Senator Elkins Is taking a course
In tho A. B. Cummins school of Cor
respondence.
Link Steffens. the reorter, is still
here. Link is an authority on good
government, but the reason for his
visit here Is a mystery, as it can't be
found In Washington.
There Is a movement'on foot among
the base ball fans to administer a
stinging rebuke to tho Washington
51
team If it does not play good ball this
am
season. The fans declare they will
not speak of the players as the Nationals, but will call them the Senators again.
A congressman from Ohio who was
told that General Leonard Wood's expensive trip to the United States was
for his health remarked, "Well, I'm
glad
he's done one thing for his
health."
Joe Cannon talks of giving a card
party next week. Bridge whist and
progressive euchre.
Elihu Root entertained New York
f. .
friends recently. Elihu adds a great
deal to tlie gayety of Washington life,
as he is a hail fellow well met.
Quite an excitement was caused on
Pennsylvania avenue yesterday by the
In some anxious political quarters bursting
of an automobile tire.
there is dlsinisitlon to attach a good
One well known western congressdeal of Importance to a speech deliv- man
has been appearing lately with
ered by Senator Spooner of Wiscon- tiis whiskers comhed in a new style.
it
sin at a recent college fraternity To gei the desired effect, so he s'lys,
banquet In this city. Among other he strains tlieni through a collender.
things. Senator Spooner said:
"Secretary of War Taft is the most
BIDS WANTED.
public man of th" day.
Bids will lie received at the office
He has a four months' option on a
seat upon the bench of the supreme of tlie clerk of the board of county
court of the United States,
and commissi! tiers of Bernalillo county, ,ip
should he decide to accept the offer, to 10 o'clock in trio forenoon of SatMISS RUTH MASON.
14. l'.iui'., at the
court
he will make a good official, but the urday, April
1.
M'V,'
N
Accustomed
loll..
.j
Plate circus ami billed as tlie
house of sal.l county, in Albuquerque,
country may lose a good president."
ipidis is to brnzcu-in :i i! corkscrew"
in a spangled
What
these
anxious politicians for the doins of the following work: though the
costume,
he was also an
First, for repairs and additions to liens, J. W. Marti
would like to know Is, Did Senator
he $112 a week snake
at,
enn
society
rtaiiHT
functions and
Spooner mean it, or was he only jol- the county bridge over the Rio Grande haberdashery
charged
e,
with ipiite a popular one.
He claims to
lying?
at Uarelas.
larceny, has tak ii away its breath.
gotten
John I. Rockefeller, .las.
Second, for reconstruction of a por He is licensed n
The failure of Secretary Taft to imonly of taking haw
Smith. Stiiyvesant Fish, ('has.
mediately grasp tlie president's offer 'ion of the county bridge at Corralles. $10.iioi) of bis
j. i.ver's stock, but to
h
to appoint him an associate justice of
Third, for work upon, and in the vi- have soared am,.:, the millionaires, M. Schwab and Mrs. Herman
as customers of his employer.
the supreme court has caused anxi- cinity of, the Alameda dyke.
an. as a good !;; o.v. and in hih so-- !
ous days and sleepless nights to cerFourth, f r dyke construction at ciety lis 11 lle;il!
li.er, as lnoil oe When not ai work he used to ride
around in an automobile.
tain aspirants for the next republican Atrisco and other work for the pro- e'ti'-- i trom ii, ;i i... many different
Marline's room, besides old cirpresidential
nomination.
Senator tection of property from floods in that viris all oer i.,
'oiimry
testify, cusIn posters
and tine garments, and
Spooner's speech lias increased t'teir vicinity.
his trunk
Tin y were found
and t!;,.
apprehension. They wonder if there
!oe ieters were found the pictBids can he submitted for either or many of them
:s
!! with tlie eau-m- , ure of
3PECIAL PLEA FOR
Mrs. deo. W. Keppel. a favor-o- f
this." I tut
DEMOCRAT POSITIONS. is not a deep. dark, dark conspiracy al! of said four different pieces of 'ions plaint, "it
he
King IMwanl. and one of a faamong republican leaders in the senwork, and the board reserves tildoesn't .Seem to I. .. burned them,
The impatience of house members, ate to make
Marline has been
countess.
i
Taft the nominee in '.M'S. rk'hi t' reject t,r
i t any or
a
The letter
:i
and democrats,
the greatest in,,':r p'i'dican.s
both
bond.
st ir was one m " n n I'nitod S'ati s pi; under
ids
im of Speaker
trains! I1"' Kilned
A Lucky Fostnvstresc.
Sail! work is to be (bine a,"'til'!ill
senim stationer
"Kuth."
Caniio.i an his liein ena'.t s, found
!,' h can le
seen i'l'his hrotuht i'.
at or
v,u. );. RAVER VISITING HIS
is Mrs. Alexander of Cary. Me., who to !T, cilii a' e.s
voice tl.e irh. r day when Mr.
ARIZONA RANCH.
!.
ri;
'f
upon
the
-r
tippKraiion
t.civ.!daunt, t'
discussion. l, ,r
has found Iir. King's New Life Pills to
.'. it...-- ft if
a
ir:t
'
.1.
'
i: oi,, i' arrived at
H
lolhro, k,
I
over it. at Chi-.- '
is Slid':-- :
t:.e l"t remedy she ever tried fur board at tin i o'sr: im '
red !,.:jtailur
Missouri,
of ci.ntity cano. II,. ndini; .
i!
of '
He had been all Ar'.. 'I'd vi ill h ave in a few days for
' t'.v :
or
!.e
,i
the stomach, liver and how- Canyon Creek, says the
!:.-sbut sab! siie bis !,.!,,'::
adm.rer of his
;
not tuvva'! ).".'. e's in pert'eet order. You'll agree with c minis.- bile. rs.
"l";;v,
A. I'. WALKER,
last vUit lure lie
i!
bj:i, ..
learning more At.:
renounced
Voil hav,. r. e..j.n;zed til.' . ell, !e:nen her if oti try these painless puri'ii rs
haClerk of 'about biin.
i., id, a lour through Old Mexico.
'ff't-- e
ii"',v life.
Cuirantcad ly Prol ate CI,-- !: and e f i!':.-ifront CoVrado to iil p I: in bill. ' ""
' tuMiissionei ;
; lit n '
It .surprise,!
-- ''''
1'igh toned II,. !.;,o:U that i in a beaut if ill conn-1' 'I:.,
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li t
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HEART BREAKER PROVES
"ANATOMICAL MARVEL"
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FOR

PUBLICATION.

(Small Holdinir Claim N'n
Department of ttia Interior, United
Mates Land Olllce, Santa le, N. JL,
March 6, l!0t.
Notice la herebv
fhnt tho fol
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed notice of his intention tn miLo finnl
proof in support of his claim under
sections it and 17 of the act of

ELKS' THEATRE
SATURDAY,

MR. W. E. NANKEVILLE

Announces

("It Ktntn
(T.il
amended by the Ret of February 21, THE
1893 (27 Stats., 470), nnd that said
proof will be made before the IT. S.
March

3.

1S!)1

Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
in. M., on April 14. 1906, viz:
Pilar
Vicll. for tho t.of 1 Sec. 2.V T. 7 v.
H. 2 E., and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
tot z, sees. 25 and 2(i, T. 7 N., K.
2 K., nnd Tract A in lot 3, in Sec. 35,
T. 7 N n. 2 E., and Tract H, lot 3,
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., K. 2 E., and Sec. 2,
T. 6 NT., R. 2 E.
Ie names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, via:
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Sisto Paco y Baca, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salazar 7
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to nrn.
test against, the allowance of said
proor, or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department
wny sucn. prooi snouwi not he allowed
will be given an opportunity at the
time and place to
e
the witnesses of said
claimant, and to offer evidence in
rebuttal of that submitted hv claim
ant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

7th

APRIL

NEVER

CEASING

SUCCESS,

HUMAN

HEARTS
STORY OF LIFE IN
THE ARKANSAS HILLS.

AN IDOLIZED

A

Presented With
CAREFULLY CHOSEN COMPANY.

Superb Scenic Sensations.
Marvelous Mechanical Magnitude.
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursday, April 5.
Prices
Children

50c, 75c and

ft

25c

above-mentioncross-examin-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1G00.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 29, 190G.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has fllexl notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended
by the act, of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), ami that said proof will
he made before the United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
Now Mexico, on May 10, 1906. viz:
Adolaida S. de Otero, for the lot- 1,
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
townsblp 7 north, range 3 east, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
nort.1i, range 2 oast, and lot 2, sections 7 and IS, township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. II. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possesslcn of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta, N. M.; Hlginio Chavez, of
Peraltn, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
agaltiRt the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under tho laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
Office, Santa Fe, N. M
States
March 8, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in supiiort of his claim, under
sections 16 and 17, of tho act of March
3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
hi made before the
United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 1906, viz., Emillo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of .said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apndaca, of Peralta, N, M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Ferninlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., nd Manuel Alderete,
of Peralsa, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
ef the Interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE

cross-examin-

e

Rambini, at her parlors, No,
West Railroad avenue, is pro
pared to give thorough scalp treat
mt tit do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and InKrowlng nails. She
gives
treatment and manicur
ing. Mrs. Hambini's own preparation
ef complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injuri
ous. Sho also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder, a
frec kle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these- preparations are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
just added a vibrator machine fur
treatment cf scalp, face, and cure of
wrinkles, li is also used for rheumatism, pains and massage.
Mrs.

20!)

.

mas-sag-

ELKS' THEATRE
TuESDAY,APRIL 10th

RONEY'S
MARVELOUS

BOYS

BOY SINGERS.

Under auspices of
SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASS'N.
Matinee Price . ..
25c
Evening Concert
50c and 75c
Reserved seats on sale at Matson's
HIGH

pjttoystem
...SANTA

BRANCH...

Effective December X0,X905
Eastbound.

Westbound.
Stations.

No. 426.

3:00 a ni
4:35 a m

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

7:30 am
12:51 p m

11:00am

No. 425.

Lv

3:00 p m
4:02 p m
4:32 p m
6:45 p m
8:30 p m
2:11 p in

Espanola
Santa Fe Ar.

liarranca

11:05 pm
9:40 p m
7:00 pm
1:26 p m

3:30pm

11:36 p in

10:29pm
Servilleta
10:00pm
Tres Piedras
8:10 pm
Autonito
6:40am
Alamosa
12:26pm
Enibudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, SUverto
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing througn the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for aJl points on the
Creeda branch.
A. S. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
aud Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Denver, Colo.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect Novemuer 12. 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:66
a. m., departs 8:25 a. ni.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6
p. m., departs 12:03 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives ti:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago r.vf Mall, arrives
U:S0 a. ni-- departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. I. California Express, arrives 7:3
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. a, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:43 p. m., departs 11 :
U, Fast
Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m- Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
,

p. m.

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6: 6U
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

east ot

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
KILLS BABY GIRL
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
WHILE PLAYING,
San Francisco.
While parading about the room with All trains daily.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
a loaded ritle trying to frighten
his
playmates,
Manuel Silva, of Anton
CJilco, San Miguel county, aged
10
MERCHANT JTAILCR1NG
years, accidentally
discharged the
gun, the bullet enuring the abdomen UPSTAIRS.
OVER NO. 209 WEST
girl, Marie Maniuez,
of a ti year-olO.
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BAMkilling her instantly, and piercing the
BINI, PROPRIETOR
hand of another girl, .losle. The child
Marie, w as nracticallv diseiubow ld.
My mercaant tailoring stiap U upMa,b frantic l,y the Imri'T of the stairs over No. 2i: West Railroad ave-- n
deed which his play had caused, tho
ii, where I solicit the patronage ot
hoy rushed oat of the house scream- 'h, public. All work guaranteed first
ing. He ran down the. street for sev- cla.-:s- ,
as I have had fifteen years' ex
eral blocks, until stopped by a po- ptrter.ee in the business. Suits mad
liceman, who arrested him.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
The parents of the child are pros- - repaired. The specific 1 use will not
trawd by the shock, and "it is feareds injure the rlot
Ladles' garments
Hi.it the accident may have serious ef- al;o cleaned and w&lkins skirts mads
fects upon Mrs. .loe Manpiez, the to
Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
mother of the little girl.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE FOUR.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
Published Pally
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citizen

WATER WORKS BONDS

W. T. McCREIGHT

Lessor Taught
success of tho Taxpayers' ticket, ostei
USiQ

Tlio

1R1

Tumi vote for Mayor
McKees plurality, '.'3; majority over Chamberlin,
For City Treasurer
Rogers.
lloatright. Taxpayers'
(litsiafsnn, Socialist

5ti."i

.

pop-tilari- ty

Question At Issue

The defeated water organ is trying to console itself,
and trying to palliate its crushing overthrow, by saying
that tho election yesterday proved the city of Albuquerque to be opposed to municipal ownership of the
town's water supply. But this Is not true. There Is a
very large number of people In this city taxpayers and
prominent busin?ss men who favor municipal ownership, but who are too wise, as to their own interests
and to the interests of the city, in which they live and
to which they are loyal, to vote for any such proposition
as was submitted to them yesterday.
The question, as The Citizen all along made prominent, was not on the question of municipal ownership
at all. It was simply on the question of buying a gold
brick a water plant for $300,000 which experts say has
already reached the limit of its efficiency; which had
been offered at a price much lower to a private buyer
two years ago, and which he turned down at the smaller
price proposed; and which can be substituted by a new
plant at
and
of the price asked,
namely, $100,000.
This Is the question which the people voted on, and
with a commendable business sense they snowed the
grafting scheme under entirely.
Municipal ownership
Is another and entirely different proposition.
one-thir-

Loud Timbrel

The Citizci feels so w.?U, today, that l: would like lo
e
xclalm from the house-toin the language of the
popular hymn:
"Sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's dark sea!
Jehovah has triumphed His people are free! "
Take notice, Kalameln Kalllope, in the language of
Lincoln: "Von may fool all the people some time, you
way fool some of the people all the Ime, but you can't
fool all the people all the time." As the water organ,
you have played your last tune. The people got onto
your curves, and your side was knocked out completely.
I?t all the people say Amen. The great scheme to sell
the city to the water works combine, has lieen cut up.
root and branch, und The Citizen did it with Its hachet,
and don't you forget it!
You made a great campaign for wrong, injustice and
oppression. You halted not at the employment of special
pleading, misrepresentation, slander and any old falsehood, which you thought might serve your purpose. liut
the people turned you down, and did It magnificently.
Now, go away lack and sit down.
p,

THE ESCAPED

Cbaniberlln. Taxpa
Nock. Socialist .

old-tim-

Mining Craze ClutcK

The New York Herald has a somewhat startling article under a heading something like the aliove, In which
H claims that Now York "bankers are alarmed over the
increasing speculation In certain stocks." Both copper
and gold are he!d respoii'-lble- ,
it would appear from the
writer, 'or this exciting and parlous condition. Jumps
up (rom 10 to S3 ard tumbles down from 52 to 11, are
some of the horrible examples quoted.
But why hankers shoulu be alarmed at this state of
things, which is only a too frequent repetition of Wall
street's uncertainties, puzzles the mind, says the American Banker. Bankers, that Is, those bankers who cater
for legitimate and safe business, are no more alarmed
at such affairs, which are constantly occurring and
throughout all large centers, than are the
d
savings safely
sane people who keep their
In their nether pockets, and sleep tranquilly In spite of
all sudden and financial squalls.
The legitimate banker's first, last and all the time
duty is to loau money on regular commercial securities,
proferably a local customer doing a good, safe and increasing trade, and who uses the money for the proper
development of his connection and interests, and not lo
handle nor even to think of skyrocket stocks and manipulated markets. These things, concludes the American Danker, should always be left to Wall street and
financial fiction writers.
hard-earne-

The law required the water works bonds to be enof the legal voters at the election
dorsed by
s
of
yesterday. There were SL'lj votes cast:
these would be a".!. The water bonds received :!Xo votes,
or 171 less than was necessary to carry theni. Hut, furthermore, the c'.ty treasurer reports that there are on
the tax lists about tint) names, after deducting
The other 220
eorHrations. firms and women.
votes, recorded yesterday, would seem to represent the
work done by the water company. Subtract these from
th 3S0 votes which the water company secured, and
there would remain 154 votes to be legitimaely counted
for the gold brick purchase. This showing Is eminently
two-thir-

Two-third-

Hatisfact ory.

The Citizen's special telegraphic service, from W'isli
ington, the other day, mentioned the fact that the bill to
to allow jurors, in Vultod Staes cases, in the west, fees
of $3 per, day and mileage of 5 cents bv rail and 15
cents by stage or private conveyance, bail passed ,oth
bouses. The bill has reached The Citizen and it is found
that the fees and mileage stated applies to witnesses
as well as jurors, and includes commissioners' courts,
und lx'sides the territories of New Mexico and Arizona
extends to the states of Wyoming, Montana. Washington,
Orgeon. Calitiirnia, Nevada, Idaho. Colorado and I'tah.
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FOUND FOOD IN LUNCH BAGS

2!tl

People Arc Lxcited and Women Make Fierce Attack
on Engineers.

Non-Partis-

1!2
2 5

Hotelllng, Socialist
Total vote for Clerk
Lee's plurality, 7.1; majority over Owen.
Term
For Alderman,
Heaven.
Vann, Taxpayers'
Oleson, Socialist

Miner Rescued.

"in 7

It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

Its.

I.ens, France, April 4. Another
LS.S
.194 ing survivor of the mine disaster

Non-Partis-

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear

liv-

at

Courrieres, March 10, was discovered
this morning and brought out of the
pit. The finding of the miner alive
5'iij after twenty-fivdays of entombment
Total vote for Alderman
caused intense excitement. The man
Heaven's plurality, 70; majority over Vann, 94.
was found in pit No. 4 of the Sallaux
Term
For School Trustee,
mine, He was In good condition, ac
2SS
Marron,
cording to the first statement,
and
185
Passmoro, Taxpayers'
had suffered less than the other men
27 who
were rescued. As the news
Weir, Socialist
spread through the region it caused
'm the wildest exasperation against the
Total vote for School Trustee
engineers, who had been directing the
Marron's plurality, 76; majority over Pnssomre, 103.
salvage work. M. Loon, state engineer,
Bonds
Water Works
when he arrived at tho pit, was sur
"3 rounded by a crowd of people, who
Against issuance of bonds
'" cursed and swore at him, one woman
For Issuance of bonds
going so far as to strike the en
73 gineer.
Majority against lxmds
One party of salvage men was
City Building Bonds
working in the mine this morning,
For Issuance of londs
when the felt the t3uch of a hand on
36 his shoulder, and the man, who turned
Against Issuance of bonds
out to be August Berton, said:
"I
Describing his experi164 am saved."
Majority for bonds
ence, Berton said later: "I was working with my cousin when the explosion occurred, and we became separated. Afterwards alone, I groped
about In darkness, trying to find an
outlet. I first found a dead horse,
TOTAL VOTE FROM ALL THE WARDS.
but was unable to eat its flesh. Later,
beI found some lunch bags which
For Mayor
8t!2 longed to the men killed and I lived
McKee,
I suf
592 on the food I found In them.
Chamberlin, Taxpayers'
114 fered from cold and took the clothing
Rck, Socialist
and Shoes from the dead. At one
time I gave up and tried to commit
15H8
Mayor
Total vote for
suicide by opening a vein in my body."
McKoe's plurality, 256; majority over Chamberlin, 27'.
When the engineers came from the
Courieres pit at noon today, they were
For City Treasurer
85(1 attacked by a crowd of women. They
Rogers,
6u5 were rescued by a squadron of dra
Boatright, Taxpayers'
goons.
The people are Intensely ex122
Onstafson, Socialist
cited, and believe that others are
alive in the mine. Troops and gen1577 darmes are trying to cjntrol the
Total vote for Treasurer
Rogers' plurality, 123; majority over Boatright, 245.
For City Clerk
MEN JOIN THE
832 SHALL
Lee,
DAUGHTERS OF LIBERTY.
(121
Owen, Taxpayers'
Atlantic City, X. J., April 4. The
124 twelfth annual session of the New
Itotelling, Socialist
Jersey State Council Daughters of
1576 Liberty open here today. Delegates
Total vote for Clerk
representing every locai council In the
Plurality, 87; majority over Owen, 211.
state are here and the Grand Atlantic
Water Works Bonds
hotel, where the delegates have es
446
Against the Issuance of water works bonds
is
headquarters,
tablished
their
380 crowded to overflowing.
For the issuance of water' works bonds
This morning the credential com
826 mittee held a meeting In the Amuse:
Total vote on water bonds
ment hall of the hotel, to receive the
Majority against the issuance of said bonds, 66.
credentials
of the delegates, who
City Building Bonds
came to register. The opening ses57C sion of the council will be held in the
For the Issuance of City building bonds
118 Steel Pier theater on Virginia avenue
Against the Issuance of City building bonds
and tho Boardwalk this afternoon.
' This session of the state council
694
Total vote on City building bonds
wi'i be the most Important in the
Majority for the issuance of said bonds, 458.
history of the order, as it will decide
the question whether or not men shall
be admitted to membership without.
pieviously becoming affiliated with
Bio. 115
American Mechanics' orders. At tho
national convention held in Chicago
last August it was resolved to make
the session one of state option. Nine
New Mexico College of Agriculture.
states at their annual conventions
since that time have adopted the
e OOCKOCCK00OCCK
Pleasure as follows: Pennsylvania.
Ken
Many inquiries regarding "dry farming" and the Vermont, (leorgia. Tennessee,
tucky, Missouri, Colorado, Wisconsin
"Campbell System" of agriculture have reached this of and California. It is quite likely
that
fice.' These inquiries indicate a growing demand for in N'"w Jersey will follow stilt, although
formation on the subject of dry farming. The press of he .'eleaates nre said to be nearly
equally divided on tho question.
rtie west and tho agricultural journals tire devoting a
good deal of space to the subject at. the present time. KING CORN'S DAY IS
OBSERVED IN SCHOOLS.
Many farmers are taking up dry farming in an experi
Guthrie, Okla., April 4. Here as
mental way. Hundreds of others are staking both money
well as in all corn states north of the
and valuable time upon the successful termination of Ohio river
King Corn day is observed
by
the Issue in hand. Not a few will resort to pumping
today in the public schools. The
means of which to supplement the normal rainfall or growing of corn and the selection of
good seed for raising corn formed the
other inadequate means of water supply.
Now that dry farming is attracting so much atjen- - subject of talks delivered to tho chil
tion, and In view of the fact that large sections of the dren in till public schools. To teach
the children how to select the best
country are being rapidly settled by would be farmers seed,
they were asked some time ago
on the lines of this system, it is of the most vital im- to make
tests of seeds at their homes
proportance to every one interested in t'.io agricultural
and to report the results to their
gress of the country, that the beginning efforts of the teachers today. The material thus
farmers In these newly settled sections shall in a large collected in the schools will be sum
measure meet with success. It. would be a very eatsy med up by tho statisticians of the
matter to picture the result of failut. The development department of agriculture and will be
of the country might bo greatly retarded, and possibly communicated in condensed form to
tho growers of corn throughout the
even pout poned for many years. Therefore, In order to cotton
It. Young folks' grain clubs
any such direful possibilities, every farmer, will beIn organized
avoid
in all corn states
whether he expects lo practice dry farming, with or anil nev till each school will hold a
without the natural precipitaiou being supplemented by harvest festiva, with competitions for
well water, should bo cons, ious of the fact that upon him valuable prizes, (ioloradu and Min- rests i he future possible development and prosperity ot nesnt'i li.ve already voted JL'.rinii each
on In tho form of prizes
a great commonwealth
to tin- end that he will bend for ('.'.--.' r
every energy toward making it a success. This natur- aivoag ti.i children taking interest in
ally implies that lu- will not only become most familiar the c. i,i growing iiwliiHtry,
with the systems that have given the best results wher- LOOKING FOR LOWEST
ever practiced under similar conditions, but, further, that
TYPES OF HUMANITY.
he will come to understand the principle Involved. That
Now Ynik, April 4
lr. Nicholas
is, he will knoiv what will be the probable result of each Senn el' Chicago sailed today fur a
operation, as well as what may follow- neglect or un- four months our through Africa for
the huhwi! of making a study of the
timely of foil.
types of humanity to he found
I try
farming is based upon two principal objects, lowest
in the equatorial regions of the dark
ly, the forming of a water reservoir for the holdna
,. will first go to I.lshon,
ciintini i.t
ing of the wa'er that comes to tho laud either in the I'oriug.i;.
io attend the annuel session
form of rain or by irrigation, and iixn holding that of the M. dical congress. From there
water In the soil until the crop can make, use of it- lie will eross the Mediterranean to
Briefly stated, the Campbell svstein consists of deep Africa and travel by caravan and rail
from ii.ii hern Afiica to the south end.
plowing, to form a capacious water reservoir;
x j .1
to arrive nt Cape Town
packing to augment percolation downward and re- H
a i,,iirney of four months.
establish capillarity from below, and constant, thorough, after
fairly deep surface culture in order to prevent the loss TWO EVENINGS FOR
of moisture by evaporation from the surface. Proper imBIG BOXING BOUTS.
plements are absolutely necessary to success.
-A
an raiicisco. Cal.. April
big
Kvery farmer may gain a lair knowledge of the sub- boxii;:.
in naiiient for the American
lianiplonship w ill in gin at
ject of dry farming. Write Or. A. C. True, V. S. P. A.. aniati u
pavilion this evening un- Washington, I). C. asking for free bulletins on the sub- Mechai
dor the
apices of the Olympic chili.
ject. Address the Industrial Commissioner of your
Th. mini ii r (,f entries Is very large
asking for literature,
purchase and read a few an.
arious Units will fully c- ol till- best books on agricultural subjects.
Write to eupv iv venlng and tomorrow cen-- s
your own territorial experiment station from time lo in
fnmi New- - York, llus-ontime, asking ns many questions as you see tit. Study the St. I,.,
Chicago. I'hiladi lphi.i and
results of every operation on the farm. Become thor- a nun ', of western cities will take
Kvcry cindi-i.oughly interested and In earnest, and great results may par: ,,. 'ie contests.
u;
carefully examined i,v a
safely be predicted in this new line of agricultural op- date
ph s.i
and no man will be p, -'
eration.
initio a
' titer the ring unless he has
April l, pint;.
VKKXOX.
j, j
I,
i.
perfectly sound.
24

Are all in

and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring
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IN THE MARKET

2f FINE

.

MAMBEILIL

CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

Nettleton Fine Shoes

AEMVOUR OCALCN'rOR.

FLAXALL

Dunlap Hats

Policy of tfflnis Store

0
0

Is to clean up stock

0

once yearly and open
season with new goods.

0
0
0

THE NAME

00000C00C0000
Bulletin

On Dry Farming
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1000
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X

X

0

X

X

X

X

X

X-
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0

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
o
o
0
o

0
0

0

X-X

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

0

0

0
pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
0
pairs misses' and children's fine

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

0

0
X

0

0

X-- X-X

shoes.

0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will, CHAPLIN

0
0

oo-ooo-o-ooo-ooo-

I

Albuquerque

Brunswick
0

BILLIARD

POOL

&

Parlors
Best brand of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

To-

Machine Works

H.
HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brwg Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Ihaftlr.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Rapmlrm on Mining mnd Wlii tflmchlnory m Bpoelalty
Foundry east ulde ot railroad Uack.
Albaqmenjne, M. ML

MELIN I & EAKIN,

The finest place in the city to
spend your Idle hours.

M.

Foundry and

f.

w

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Q

"
J
m

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTilskies, Moet k.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilce.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Gussaroff

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND
STABLES
Horses

and

Mules

bought

TRANS-1'E-

and

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

Proprietor.

Second street, Barnett Building.

i

r-

-i .H

3000

w&At

'

e

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
X-

4.--

,

0

0

Not only means the

0
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tail-roa-

0

0

0

0
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sub-surfa-

0

0

Non-Partis- an

le's

o

0

Non-Partis-
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Does
lie Citizen feel good?
oil bet '1 he Cit.zeu
feels good. Why shouldn't, it feel good? Its ticket for
city government was elected, its plea for the building
of a city hull was carried, its opjMisition to the purchase
of the gold brick water works plant was triumphantly
endorsed. What more could The Citizen ask?, its work
for the people has been crowned with glorious success.

ooo

Clothes, MsiUs smcS Toggery
for Mem, Boys
CMldireini

2."

!!.

Owen, Taxpayers

Thoroughly Absorbent
Absolutely Hycenic

29."

Non-Partis-

Total vote f.fr Treasurer
Rogers' plurality, SI; majority over
Foi City Clerk

After Twenty Five Days
One More Entombed

in

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

.

day,

tho shortness of tho lime In which they had to
work and tho fact that they wore opposed by tho city
organ i.at Ion of each party, was truly n nnirUablo.
Without any flush fund, thoy rout ributed no lit"'! I,:,r'
to tho defeat of the water works schemers, and to them
is duo the fact that there wasyeat Interest in tho election yesterday.
f the Taxpayers'
Indeed, but for the presentation
say
of the Albuto
necessary
today
be
would
ticket, it
querque flection ns it is said of the election in Las
Vegas: "Very little interest was shown in tho election
here, there being no opposition." This must always he
the case where there is but one ticket; and, perhaps,
had there l.eon but one ticket in Albuquerque, the water
works people would have been able to slip In their little
KCheme to saddle the city with a $300,000 debt for a gold
brick. Yesterday's elertion. In the very handsome vote,
which the Taxpayers' ticket secured, confirmed the correctness of The Citizen's position that the American
people do not desire, nor will they submit, to have their
candidates chosen for them by the selected officials of
the two parties, while they are deprived of all choice
and are reduced to the necessity of not. voting at all or
of taking the absurd position of leaving their business
to merely ratify what has no possibility of being changed
with or without their ratification.
There is probability that the Fusion ticket would
ttare been defeated yesterday but for the personal
of the candidates, and that, they proclaimed their
views and proper attitude to the water works question.
The Citizen hopes that the official organization of the
two parties will take to heart the lesson of yesterday's
election, and that fusion tickets in Albuquerque politics
will, henceforth, be a thing of the past.
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Albuquerque

Novelty

WorKs

F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
321

the new.

.

.

BEST

TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

UNDERTAKERS

Superintendents
tad
Falrilew
NOTICE.
City garbage wagons will start runSanta Barbara Cemeteries.
ning M n. lay morning, April L'. Those
MONUMENTS
having cans to empty or who desire garbage service, will please notify
201 211 N. Second St.. Bota Phoiea.
tho city scavengi r at his office, lot;
(Sold avenue, or by Auto, 'phone
or Colo, 'plmne 4S.
IT. MITCHELL.
A Cl.lzen want ad will get tht busiCity Scavenger. ness Try one.
-
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BATALLION INSPEC- -

KILLED

TIOS AT. ARMORY

are opposed to Joint, statehood,
if this be true, then everybody In
zona must be politicians."

CATRON ELECTED

!!IS

PADDOCK

WILL 'NSPECT IN THE

Special Order No. 28.
In pursuant e with (). (). No. 7, A. i.
O., February L'f,, ii'mk, and instructions from A. O. O., March 2u, lftiifi.
All f1icor of the rrnitncnt will
re-Io-

Company ( armory for
nnl Major .1. K. Elder will
report with his batallioti, consisting
of Companies 13 and O and the hand.
replment Infantry, National
First
Guards New Mexico, for inspection, at
corner of Fifth street and (Void avenue, Albuquerque, April 4, 1IMMJ, at S
p. m., In heavy marching order, as
Kr paragraph 3 of caid neneral orders No. 7. Hv order of
JOHN HORRADAIl.E,
Colonel Coinmandlng First Regiment
Infantry, N. O. N. M.
M. O'DONNEl.L, Captain and Acting
Adjutant.
at

In reference t: the above, it Is staled that, this will bp the first batalllon
Inspection In whfc-- h both companies
located here and the First Regiment
hand, will take part. The lnBpwtion
will be open to the public and all are
cordially invited to be present and
witness tlie maneuvers and military
ceremonies.
Iiieutenant-Colone- l
Paddock, of Fort
Wingate, an officer in the regular
army, will le present; to conduct the
Inspection, word having 1een received
from Adjutant General Tarklngton at
Lag Vegas yesterday to that effect.

Lieutenant Colonel Paddock, of the
comFifth United States cavalry,
manding officer at Fort Wingate, and
Adjutant General Tarklngton, of the
New Mexico National Guards, arrived
In the city today on No. 3, from Las
Vegas, and will preside at the Inspection of Companies E and G, and the
land, of the First Regiment of Infantry, National Guards of New Mexico,
tonight In the armory.
Colonel Paddock and
Lieutenant
Adjutant General Tarklngton Inspected Troop A, National Guards, at Las
Vegas laRt night, and have also Inspected Company F at Santa Fe. The
lieutenant colonel spoke very highly
of the efficiency of the national guards
of New Mexico, as far as he has Inspected them, and expressed surprise
that the companies should be so well
equipped and In such good condition,
bot as to the number of men enlisted
and their equipment.
The inspection of the "natallion will
take place tonight at Company G's
armory, at which time Companies E
and G, end the band will be inspected, as well as all officers of the First
Regiment staff.
A GREWSOME FIND

HOTEL

SALOON

RETURNS

FROM

OTHER

rive

BERNALILLO COUNTY

Ari-

DISTRICT COURT

JUST RECEIVED

this city his headquarters, will letnaln
Pome time before starting on another
trip Into fields not yet More Witnesses Before Grand
organized.
The newspapers of Arizona speak
Jury-Anot- her
Rehearsal
vtry highly of Ihe work being done
In that territory by Rev. Havens, and
in Building
seem to think that the organization
will work much ultimate good In the
and cities
dlflerent. Arizona towns
TO PAY BILLS
where brunches of the league bnve COVMISSIONERS
been organ izt d.
an'.l-saloo-

CITIES

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

RUGS

AND CARPETS

The case of Andres R invro
HEIFERS AND BULLS
? 4 i 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
WANTED FOR INDIANS. against A. I,. Morgan and C. F. Myers
e 4 Special to The Evening citizen.
Special t ' The Evening Citizen.
4.
The occupied the attention of the court
Washington. P. C. April
Santa Fe. N. M., April 4. The
Santa F. . N. M.. April 4. Cam- - 4 4
commissioner of Indian affairs will today. T'.ie suit Is one to enjoin the
lllo Martinez, night policeman, t 4 eU ct Ion was quiet and orderly,
open bids for supplying neners mm defendants from Interfering with the
4 nnd a small vote cast. Total.
was
iind instantly killed at
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
bulls for the Indians at the Rosebud plaintiffs biuldlng on Lead avenue.
4 Jt.M. The dem 'crat
niiilnlg.it last nlsbt by Nasario
agency In South Makora tins aner- - Tae evidence taken was on the ques4 ticket was successful, except In
Alarid, in the Claire hotel sa
noon." The contract calls for 4.P81 tion of the right of Morgan to proloon.
the First ward, where Jose D.
heifers
and 2'o bulls. The heifers ceed with the construction ot the
4 Sena, republican candidate
Martinez had taken a drink.
for
are to be not less than two years old
and was raising a glass of water 4 4 member of the board of dnea- - 4 nor more than three of native range building, and of Myers' connection
4 tlon, and George W. Armijo. re- - 4 or graded Texas, preferably of Pur- - with Morgan in the matter of the
to his lips when Alarid, with two
contract the efforts of the plaintiff
4 publican candidate for tne conn- - 4
companions, entered the saloon.
hnm or Hereford stock, and to weight
mi,
The companions loitered near the 4 4 cil, were elected. Thomas n. 4 not less than "on pounds each. Hulls being now directed to show that Myminiiiiiimiimw
4 Catron.
bar. while Alarid stepped lwhind
Independent candidate 4 are to be not less than two nor more: ers or Post & Co., as a firm, had some
Martinez, raised his pistol and 4 4 for mayor, was elected hv 162 ma- - '4 than three years old, to weight not Interest In the contract.
Instead of making a final reixirt to4 J rity; W. E. Griffith, for treas- - 4
tired, the bullet entering his back,
less than 8"0 jiounds ench. and to be day, as expected, more witnesses
were
passing up and through the head, e 4 urcr, 13 majority; A. P. Hill, for 4 not
three-fourHereford or, summoned
less
than
before tho territorial
Martinez
killing him instantly.
4 clerk, 77 majority.
Three mem- - 4 purham. Proper certificates are to be
e 4 hers of the city council and 4 furnished upon demand. The animals grand Jury this afternoon and at 3
sank to the flcor.
There W2S no political trouble. 1 4 three members of the board of cd- - 4 must lie delivered at the agency not o'clock another all day session seem4 ucatlon were elected by the dem- - 4 earlier than June 1 nor later than ed Imminent.
Martinez nnd Alarid had been
4 4 ocratlc-lndepenquarreling for months.
nt part v.
4 June 15, 1900. The animals furnished
The Bernalillo county board of comAlarid shot and killed Uanion 4
will all be thoroughly Inspected and
Garcia hire several years ago in 4
every precaution will be taken to missioners meet tomorrow to pay
Results Elsewhere.
a quarrel over a girl. He was m- prevent violations of the contract. bills.
There was only one ticket in the The number
J. T. Herrera reported at. the prodieted for murder, tried and on 4
of bids which have been
Vegas and Socorro, received Is quite
change of venue to San Miguel 4 field at Raton,
nnd It bate clerk's office today the names
considerable
4 thus assuring the election of T. F.
county, he was acquitted.
will require some time for selecting of 100 persons In school district No.
mayor of Raton, K. D. Good all the
The coroner's Jury today found 4
favorable offers and to com- 28 who will be obliged to pay poll
mayor of mh Vegas, and Hon. H. O. pute most
Alarid shot and killed Martinez.
prices chnrged by the com- tax.
the
SHOULD MEET WITH
Hursum mayor of Socorro.
Before petitors.
Alarid is now in the pent- tentlary for safe keeping, as 1 the tlection the names of the canBASE BALL "DUPE'
APPROVAL
taere are threats of lynching e" didates for the city offices of the PROMOTION AMONG CIVIL
three towns named were published In
among the many friends of tho
ENGINEEPS NOT PLEASING.
Manager Frank Houston had a
Many new ideas in fashion,
'4 The Evening Citizen.
murdered man.
.Washington, P. C. April 4 The bunch of raw
material out ai TracOver In the Pecos valley, at
hearing of
The preliminary
promotion of fifteen civil engineers tion
fit
and fabric are embodied in
Park diamond yesterday afterthe democrats elected their en- from the rank of lleuteant. Junior
the murderer will take place be- - e"
"
tire
ticket.
An
"
was
effort
made to grade, to that of lieutenant comes as "Y""
our Nkw Spring Styles anp
V,
fore Judge
McFle tomorrow 4
fuse, but the
over a surprise to the members of thatj Those out were Clancy, Collins.
"unterrified"
morning at 10 o'clock.
Samples
Graham,
just received from
Casey
Wilson,
Pitcher
and
objected,
there
up
put
a strelght corps, but it has not by any meana
T
ticket and elected thvir candidates. represented tho wishes of those wn with a number of players from the
New
York.
high school, and judging from the wayi
Herbert Fitzgerald ran as an
desire that the rank of the civil enNEW GAME WARDEN
candidate, but was defeated gineers shall be changed in order to they spun the ball around the lit.i
Ladies desiring swell and
,
.
. nuiim
,
Ol ineill. -urvilllBW
by Col. J. W. Stackhard. democrat. mase
lu minimi ,, me
.
.
iu JIK11L
tne. urancuw more nmuvt
NOT YET APPOINTED
I
VJl
II
mm
C
WllCll
IVIUll
KUiniH
In Gallup, McKinley county,
gowns are requested
..wmnoit itn
the l..llt
CiLUens' Independent ticket, whVcn was recently made In favor of having comos- call
to
and get prices.
PAGE B. OTERO, PRESENT INCUM. was published in The Evening Citi- the rank so fixed as to make addl- Frank Selee much talked of asman-UndBENT, IN ALBUQUERQUE, AND zen the other day per communica- tional numbers in the higher grades.
tor the El Paso team, has gone
tion from that town, was elected, and
rthe law this can be done by
DISCUSSES THE SITUATION.
for the next two years It will lie the president by an executive order. Jo Pueblo and taken his wife wit him.
than likely that he will
Mayor E. M. Sanjule, City Clerk W. The recommendation made by repre- '
!
Page B. Otero, territorial fish and F.
management of the Pueblo
the
Kuchenlecker.
City
were
engineers
and
Treasurer
of
civil
f"Pt
the
game w;arden. who has been in the John Howie,
him
wh
has
en
been
offered
Indians
with an Independent not adopted; Instead the president
Phoo0 Blaek 68
city for a day or two, transacting board of aldermen
and sclnxil trus- decided to confine the change to the at a fair salary,
business of a personal nature, will re- tees.
jun-lieutenant,
of
and
118
lieutenant
rank
Cold Avenue
turn to Santa Fe tomorrow morning.
'
V
The fansofEl Paso ha Ye" organized
i,.r rrra,i
ii. tr, hnve tiromot ions
."
In conversation with a representasixty Btalwart base OOOOC!OX0OCCXOOO
for
a
committee
they
whom
with
officers
with
line
the
A
BOLD ROBBERY
tive of The Evening Citizen, Mr.
hall enthusiasts to manage the or-- .
i.rec.vb.nce ah i the case
Otero said that as yet he had not
ganization or a club to represent the
corps
of
the
staff
officers
of
the
other
NEAR SILVER CITY
as
been asked for his resignation
Faas City during the coming season,
effect
has
immediate
anuv.
This
the
THERE WON'T BE NO BUTT
game warden, although It has leen ruen- - Would this not be a good scheme for
civil
promoting
fifteen
of
Junior
change INMATES
OF
mored that there was to bo
RANCH
HOUSE gineers, lint it is not considered as the fans of Albuquerque to adopt?
BOUND,
AND
made in the incumbents of the office
For tho "kid" who apes his eldera to
HOUSE THOR- - affording the relief which the civil
in the near future.
OUGHLY
RANSACKED
RUF engineers have been holding out as;
fondness
for mok!ng. If the cigar
CLASSIFY
JQQ
JO
Hfl
When asked if he would resign if
FIANS LATER CAPTURED.
T (tv
their just due.
smoked la a TCMtn
.
. .
w
uu
requested, Mr. Otero was rather reOne of the boldest 'robberies ever GREAT BENCH SHOW
Wlhlte IJly Is so good tell the iray
ticent as to his intentions in that
WANTED Three women coiks; two
event. He stated that he fully rec- committed In Grant county took place
girls for housework; two black-- I
through, clear to the last halMooh,
OPEN8 AT PITTSBURG.
In-- !
rrlday afternoon last at. the old Burro
ognized the governor's prerogative-ismiths and two machinists.
4. The great
Pittsburg,
April
Pa.,
that dts smoker Is loath to throw ertn
the matter, and that rather than hold Clenega ranch, owned by the VIctorlo bench show under the auspices of the
quire at. Abraham's employment
that, little hit of fine,
tothe office and have friction exrst be- Land and Cattle company, and locat- Puquesne Kennel club opens here tooffice, 315 South First street.
bacco awav. Trv n Whlto t.ii- tween himself and the chief execu- ed near Gold Hill, in Grant county.
day at the Puquesne Garden, which Is
A house
the ranch was occupied 'a building containing lloorspace
tive of the territory, he would gladly
you'll know yourself.
resign, merely requesting that a iKina by William L Howe and hi. family,,, equal to that of Madison SquarejGranU
0111X31
MOiel
fide resident of the territory be ap- consisting of his wife, an cighteen-months'-ol- uarclen in New
lork. ihe snow
child and his brother-in-law- ,
pointed to the position.
promises to be superior to any preLlrooks I Brown, a 14 year-ol"The governor and I." said Mr.
TO
vious show ever held In this city.
Sr
113!a WEST RAILROAD
Otero, "are friends, anl while I anj hoy. Friday noon Howe left tne ranch The number of eutries is larger than
AVENUB."
trying, naturally, to convince him that for Apache TeJo, to transact some ever before, and there are more fine
Shortly after his departure dogs on exhibition than In any forI am the man for the office, I recog business.
nize the fact that the governor may three Mexicans rode up to the house. mer year. The list, of prizes includes
Finest Whiskies
have different views on the subject, They engaged the loy, Brown, in con- more than sixty, besides the regular
and in the event thnt he has, I will versation, learning from him that only awards, an Increase of about fifty per
gladly step down and out, for I rec himself and Mrs. Howe were in the cent last year. Some of the special
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0
ognize his prerogative in the matter house. They then asked Mrs. Howe if prizes offered are very valuable. A
JOSEPH
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
they could eat their lunch at. the new feature this year will be
of appointing a game warden."
the comMr. Otero stated that as yet noth well near by, to which she consented. pel it ion for packs of hounds. Every
SAMPLE AND
I 2 0 West , Railroad Avenue
ing liud been definitely decided upon While at. the well the trio extracted known breed of dogs Is represented
CLUB ROOMS
'
in the way of an appointment. There from the boy the Information that in the exhibition and among the dogs
N
was
only
a
there
pistol
Winchesand
posiare several candidates for the
displayed are some of tho most fation, among them being Herbert Sims, ter rifle in the house as a means k nious prize winners of the great eastof Santa Fe, Hugh L. Harris, of the protection, after which they suddenly ern and western shows. The judges Large, Airy Rooms. Prices Very Reaforeft reserves, and the present in- seized and bound him. The boy scream- are Francis C. Taylor, Philadelphia:
sonable.
THE FIRST LESSON
ed out, and as the men approached George 11. Post, Jr., New York; George-cumbent.
the
house,
t'liem
Mrs.
met.
Howe
the
at
S.
Thomas, Hamilton, Mass.; James1
It has been rumored that the
(s the most Important ot all; that $.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
has intimnted that Mr. Sims will door with the revolver, with which Mortimer, Hempstead, I.. I.
Is the selection
secure the plum, which carries with she struck one of the men on the
of proper flow.
Proprietor.
There Is no difficulty about thte It
it perquisites amounting to 11,800 a head, inflicting a scalp wound. This SLEEPING GIRL HAS
nnger
to
men,
seemed
Mrs.
Empress
RESUMED
NORMAL
the
and
STATE.
Hour is chosen. It la M
year, but as yet this rumor ihas not
Angeles. Cal., April 4. Miss
good end makes such sweet, whit
been definitely verified, although it Is Howe was quickly overpowered and
RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AND
bound,
boy.
'
similar
ruffiFlorence
Parker,
whose
The
mysterious
the
eventually
and nutritious bread as to b
thought that. Mr. Sims will
ans then proceeded to ransack the sleep, for several weeks, has excited
STENOGRAPHERS' AGENCY
surpassed by any milled. The beat T '
secure the apiiointment.
house, breaking open trunks, tearing tho interest of the medical fraternUy,
bread makers use It for that Tr 2
With Woman's Exchange.
up the carpets, and taking any articles has left, the hospital. .Miss Parker is
BEAUTIFUL BLACK
reason.
T
Positions secured for competent
CASTLE CONSTRUCTED. of value Uhey could find, after which the daughter of a wealthy Arizona
teachers,
stenographers,
bookkeepmining
man.
they
departed,
began
leaving
every
strange
victims
4.
She
her
their
Almost
Norfolk, Va., April
ers and office help generally.
known mineral can be found in the still secured. Tne lxiy managed to sleep at Tucson and gradually lapsed
School boards and others desiring
Virginia hills. Tlu Appalachian range wriggle loese from his lionds soon luto coma. For weeks she lay in a
teachers, etc., should corresiiond
Wholesale Agent,
of mountains, which Is somewhat of after their departure, and releasing trance, and. until two weeks ago, lit114 West Copper Ave.
with us. Have a good list registered.
P I 1 copy
L, 1 I' a freak geologically, is in no way Mrs. Howe, both mounted horses and tle hope was had of her recovery.
more curious than in the diversity of rode t? Cow Springs, Hrown continu- She began to recover consciousness,
Ramsay's Typewritorium
ing on to Apache Tejo, where the hus- however, and has gradually come into
its stores.
Most of the metals occur in com- band was notified. Officers in Pemlng, a normal condition.
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
mercial quantities, of others there are Silver City, Ijordsburg and other sur- BALLOON
All kinds of second-hantypeFOUND,
IS
rounding
by
were
towns
wire,
notified
only slight traces, but of all workable
writers
sold, rented, reAERONAUT
MISSING.
mines, none offers such a certainty of and shortly afterward Ihe trio was
paired,
exchanged and rebuilt.
New York. April 4. The balloon In
return as a well placed coal property. apprehended at Peming, having ridden which
Agents for Underwood TypePaul Nocqeett. ihe sculptor.
Virginia has taken occasion at the in on a Southern Pacific freight train.
writers. Always a good stock on
an ascension,
,ii
yesterday,
Jamestown exposition to exhibit her They were brought to Silver City, and made
hand from which to choose. Typewas
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
on
found
beach,
Jones
the
south
at
CATHEDRAL
their preliminary hearing pleadrd
mineral wealth and to show samples
writer Kihbons a specialty.
ALVARADO HOTEL
of a multitude of ores, it has been not guilty, and were hound over to shore of Long Island. Tracks around
C.. S. RAM SAY. Mgr.
the
seem
balloon
to
indicate
that
thej
resolved by the Jamestown exposition await the action ft the grand jury. aeronaut survived,
COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
hut he had not
to have a mammoth display of the As the revolver taken from the Howe been
AUSTRIAN CHINA
up
noon,
found
today.
to
home
was found upon one of them,
mineral which is perhaps the greatest
It was decided this afternoon to
there Is little doubt but that they are send
wealth producer of the state.
a tug to scour the bav. Mem
Architecturally the Jamestown ex- the guilty parties. They claim to be
bers of tht; Aero club have expressed
position will be a colonial affair of natives of Old Mexico and seem to be jtlie
opinion that the a
is tafe
red brick, with white columns and of Indian descent.
and will soon be heard from.
HOO
white ornaments.
In contrast with these colors an
SUPERIN
PERJURER GETS SEVEN
117 Gold Avenue
immense jet black structure will stand
YEARS AT SING SING.
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out to memorialize Old King Coal.
New York. April I.
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At first thought a house built f
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Havens,
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AT P1N05 ALTOS
REMAINS OF MAN FOUND IN BOT
TOM OF GULCH
SUPPOSED TO
HAVE BEEN THERE FOR YEARS.
Brockman Dorsey, a miner of Pines
Altos, while sitting on the bank of a
mingulch on the old Houston-Thoma- s
ing properties at the above camp, noticed two old boots protruding from
above the mud and rocks to thp bed
of the creek. Impelled by curiosity,
Horsey went to the bottom of the gulch
and gave one of the boots a yarfk,
when he was horrified to discover that
he had pulled the boot from the skeleton of a fo.'t.
On the following day when a further
examination was made, it was discovered that, the skeleton was that of
a. man, and had apparently been there
for years, as the clothes and flesh was
entirely rotted away, only the bones
remaining.
An inspection
of the
ground in that vicinity brought to
light a salve box, lead pencil, a small
mirror and a wedge, such as wood
choppers use. These are tho only
things that give any clew wlnfever
which may lead to an Identification
of the skeleton.
Tne grewsome find was taken to
Pinos Altos in a gunny sack and the
bones carefully scrutinized to ascer
tain if possible the cause of death, but
nothing was brought to light, the coroner's jury returning a verdict that
the "unknown person came to his
death from causes unknown."
The finding of the skeleton created
much excitement and speculation In
Pinos Altos, as to who the unfortunate man could 'have been is being
indulged in on all sides.

to erecTtWrown

telephone building

Following the visit of E. M. Uurgess.
of Denver, superintendent of the Colorado Telephone company, who was
here a day or two ago looking over
tho condition of their Albuquerque
exchange, the announcement is made
that the contract has been let for the
free; Ion of their new t1 phone building, mention of which was made in
The Evening Citizen of Monday. The
building is t.. be a three-storaffair,
and will ,e erected upon North Fourth
fclreet, between Railroad unci Copper
avenue, and will cost when completed
in the neighborhood of $.0.imiii.
It will
contain office
rooms, switchboard
room, store rooms, and all f.ther necessary rooms, and will be one of the
telephone buildings in New
finest
H. V. Tegner ha the conMtxico.
tract for its erection.
ANOTHER ATTEMPT

CLAIRE

but

page

purchased a
MAYOR OF SANTA FE .Rev. llavtns, whi has
home in Albuquerque nnd will make

ECOND MAN

Companies E and G and the Nasario Alarid Deliberately And With llim Three Aldermen and Three Members
First Regiment Band of
Sends a Bullet Into Head
Board of Education
ofSsnta Fc Officer.
National Guards.
COLONEL

EVENING CITIZEN.

TO

DECEIVE THE PEOPLE

The court summons s- rved upon
City Clerk Harry Lee yesterday and
Fred Fisdicr, were served for no other
purpose than to complete the legal
process brought by Dr. Harrison and
against the city
Dr. Cliainbeiiin
boards of registration on Saturday, an
Injunction in which case was dissolved
on Monday. The action was brought
for the purpiw" of testing tho election in ca.-- 111'' water works bonds
carried, but now as it was defeated,
it is thought ilia; nothing will come of
the snii These summonses were
served yesterday, and a number who
did not understand the status of the
suit brought, thought that some
was being taken, which mistake
the morning papi r in its issue this
morning, attempted t" augment.
.
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Oolburn.

COME CHAMPION
Directors C. V. Hart and H. lTay- lor
Tlio officers of the Jumbo company
nnd quickly made tbelr way to the
PLEADS GUILTY AND 13
are:
SENTENCED TO EIGHT YEARS. jail.
President C. D. Taylor.
This demons! ration did not In the
Howard Kingo, at Carlsbad, pleaded
SOME
RECENT INSTANCES OF
Vice President H. U Taylor.
Kiillly to burglary, forgery, stealing a least affect the prisoner. C. I, Price,
Secretary-Treasurer
AWFUL EXPERIENCES RECALL-EC. P. Holt.
horse and saddle and was sentenced :a wealthy brother of the prisoner,
Ired from Madlsonvllle, Ky., that he
Directors James It. IJudd and T. S.
to eight years in the penitentiary,
BY THE COURRIERES
Kingo was an expert bicycle rider a nd had left f'r Portales to assist his Robinson.
machinist, and stood well In the Pe- brother. Matthew Adkins, a Pullman
ons valley until 'ho began to gamble. lortrr on the train on which the DEATH OF A NEWSPAPER
The rescue of fourteen miners who
MAN AT PHOENIX.
tragedy occurred, whs , taken
from
Several . weeks bko he escaped from
....... t U nilvtl,liiiin.l
Ipnln at
n
n n .1
Pfirlalnfi
morn,.!..
1.....
N.
Sunday
1cwls
died
l.evlson
been entombed for twenty days
had
o
it
II
H
uv'tilHI
oini
Ill"
Ity
Illttnlllg
JHI1
.viiai,
Ifilllt
un'ii
ll"iiMlt?
ehavings left by plumbers, but was is held as a witness. T. A. Parker, ing shortly after 11 o'chlock at his
afier the terrible colliery' disaster at
of fioldthwaitc, Texas. Is also held as rooms on South Center street. In
'anght lit Pecos', Texas.
CottrriercH, Fiance, recalls some other
Phoenix. Ho whs a man past middle
a witness.
recent Instances of thrilling escapes
age, and the greater part, cf his career
B.
are
Curtis
of
Frank
remains
The
WILL COMMENCE FUND
Some
in mim; disasters.
; he spent In newspaper work.
wait-Is
noswell.
widow
t
The
still
TO PROSECUTE PRICE.
eight years ago he went to Arizona
Sil-Besides the danger of explosion, the
Boyd I,. lug for her brother, E. Sayre, of on and worked for a time on one of the
A Hoswell dispatch says:
verton, Colo., wlw Is at Trinidad
often stands In peril of drownminer
salestraveling
Clarke. ... commercial
his way to Uoswell. The remains will Pre? cot t papers and later on one of
.
. . 1. 1,na II .1 '
T
ing from the sudden inrush of water,
came
papers
Iievlson
in
Phoenix.
the
.Hocking,
Ohio.
!pped
to
Uttle
perhaps from a disused working. Such
the la,,. (;onduct'or'FWnk b" CuH.sfrom a family of newspaper men. He
a mishap occurred In 1902 at Parkend,
?"v.!l.-iLAbroihers all In the work on
had
four
SS
MONEY
FOR
AND
England, when water from an old
connectii, ...
miii -i nil . . t.i
them
of
coat,
two
IIH' .
the
Pacific
FARM.
SYSTEM
CAMPBELL
working flooded a portion of the Union
Portland,
of th faet that Curtis was killed for
at
Oregonlan
ed
Vewith
the
of
the
of
trustees
Ias
board
colliery and cut off a party of seven
rcprim;intlina Price for insulting wo- gasThe
grant Monday agreed to deed to one as business manager and a second
miners.
man Dasscr.Kcra. Clarke today said be the Campbell
Aas- as a prominent editorial writer.
Farming
Dry
System
Four of the men were drowned, but
would slsrt a subscription with $100 sociation a section of land, to be se- lthough from a prominent family, bev-Isoreach
o aid Rooseve lt county in the proso- - lected, upon which to establish
A woman wept with joy nt tho end the three others managed to
several weeks past a
for
was
a
cirtion of the prisoner. Roosevelt Is Campbell farm. President J. U Don- charge on his friendB among me )f the billiard match when Willie some higher ground, where they re- one of the newly created counties ahue
pat nppe defeated the veteran George; malned for 120 hours, or five clear
of Denver, conferred with the printers of Phoenix, and for the
In New Mexico, and has not a very
a siosson for the championship of the days, in gloomy solitude, awaiting tho
with
him
provided
they
have
week
his
of
plans
board and explained the
of a rescue party. Help
large court fund.
was
death
of
his
cause
world.
She
Hoppe's approach
was AVlllie
The
nurse.
adcompany.
President Donahue
came at last, though only Just In time
mother,
youth's
wonderful
tuberculosis.
the
and
meeting
at
dressed an esfhuslastic
GOOD WATER STRUCK
'achievement marked the climax of for the miners were on the verge of
Commercial club, and the club
RECENTLY AT JARILLA. the
career to which she had trained death from starvation.
IS
NAMED
w ill undertake
to raise $2,500 to be LltUT. DRUM
The well drillers at Oro Granile are loaned to tho Campbell association
.nwull'Im from infancy. To show that he David Rees was a tram worker In
now down aloiit 7e0 feet, and the for three years, to be used In estab- FOR PROMOTION IN ARMY appreciated her forethought and pains the Klbu mine at Llanelly Wales,
water stands about l.'o feet in the llshing the farm. Work Is to begin
Willie gave her the $5000 gate re- - where the most terrible colliery disof last year took place.
well, says the Alamogordo Advertiser. within the next few weeks.
MEXI-!rPPts
and the $."00 bet he won from aster was
up wt4 REARED IN NEW
working at a heading some
He
K&ilrond officials say that the water
CO AND SAW SERVICE IN THE.Slosson200 yards away from the scene of the
Hoppe
family
billiardTne
there Is very similar to that at
is
one
of
RACp SUICIDE
rniurrmw.
,B8 Thpy ye Jn
york CUy explosion, and with him were ten
mra. which is said to be the best on,
Ay HILLSBORO
men.
the line for (Lie filers. If the well
A
Boston, Massv special dispatch Frank and Willie Hoppe were put to other
tnp ba, popHiatlon of Hillsboro
,f
"Suddenly," he said, "we heard a
now being drilled nt Oro Grande is as ronitn,u.s , increase during tho next1 dated
April 1, says: Kieut Hugh practice lit the billiard table when
terrible report, and knew that the pit
satisfactory as it premises to be,
monln8 ttt rno game rate It has Drum of Boston, who has Just been- they were 3 and 5 years old t respect-nominat- had fired.
Presl1t
lvely.
they
saw
captaincy
by
to
The
mother
hat
her will be drilled beside this one, ,,,,.,
a
for
the past we(k the townslte
"Before we could stir, everything
and a pumping plant iustalled at each, wll, haVe to be t,niarge(1 to accom-- , dent Roosevelt, is the son of Captain were diligent at it, the father having
seemed to move under us, and I was
get
order,
out
of
if
one
that
should
bo
m()(atp 1fu, mte chirkSi 8aya tne John Drum, was born In Fort Brady,- having laid out the course of study,
the
water can be supplied from the other! Hills,)t,ro A(vocate. The last week's Michigan, reared in New Mexico, edu- They were kept at it just as a young struck by splinters of Ironwork,being
one- Mozart would be at a piano. It was; trams which we were filling
record is as follows: Mrs. L. D. Iugo, cated In the public schools of Buffalo specialization
in education with re- - smashed to atoms.
daughter; Mrs. X. Duran, son; Mrs.' and married an Indianapolis girl, Miss
"The whole place was a wreck, nnd
INDIANS ARRESTED FOR
'Ramon Iara, daughter; Mrs. Pete; Mary Carroll. He Is the son of Cap- - suits that have proved brilliant. The strewn about were the charred and
KILLING GAME chavez. daughter. Another little miss tain John Drum, who lost his life In lads made such progress that they
mangled bodies of several men, some
o
Sheriff leandro Baca returned
arrlml on fhe eCene but we have been the charge at El Caney and who soon were aiile to give exhibitions as!
of their clothing by tW force
Socorro Thursday morning having in nnable t(, lparn lne nanle 0f her par- - served with distinction in New Mex- - child p:odigles at pool and blllarda. stripped
Hugh In 1898 was Since Willie has grown up he has of the explosion. One liore no marks
ico and Texas.
custody Juan i.ente ana tTanu i.u- - Pnt8 business is picking up,
cero, two Pueblo Indians of Isleta
with the Twelfth Infantry at Fort rapidly developed championship abil- - of any kind. ." Ho had been poisoned
by the
Rees' own incharged with violating the game laws iF0Rj BAYARD PATIENT
Riley, Kansas, and later in the Philip- - Ity.
juries were not serious.
ny killing deer out or season, says tne
ROBBED AT KANSAS CITY pines.
A terrible death from being burned
Human EIoo Marks.
Chieftain. Sheriff liaca now nas lour
nj
TnP following item concerning
narrowly escaped by eleven
A tn0 of hon.or wag to(1 ,)y ln!lI.ks alive was
Indians In jail charged with the same fornler patient at Fort Bavard, N. M., Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg- burning mine near
,ar'
offense and it begins to look as though appeared In tho Kansas City Star a
blood in tho home of J. W. miners in a
of
human
England, last June.
Mr. Win. Thos, Kanorgan, provin-- i ,,.,;...,.
f
,nrnhot
such Indian expeditions for the il- - ft.w (jay9 ago:
Tho men were on the night shift,
legal and indiscriminate slaughter of, Jacol, Sawiiowski, who is suffering clal constable at Chapleau, Ontario, Bae. Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
while ago I bad severe hemorrhages of the and were resting In the early morndeer as that which went into western from tuberculosis, is a patient at the says: "I caught a severe coldswamp
lungs, and was near death when 1 ing, when smoke began to pour in
tocorro county last winter migiu soon peneral hospital. He Kays he came to hunting a burglar In the forest
fall.
Hearing of Chamberlain's began taking Dr. King's New Discov- through the fresh air inlet.
"hC a thing of the past
Kansas City Friday night from Fort last
They tried to escape, but found
Remedy, I triad it, and after ery. It completely
me and I
Bayard, New Mexico, and was on his Cough
was too thick. Then
two small bottles. I was com- have remained well cured
OFFICERS PREVENT LYNCHING
ever since." It that the smoke
way to Augusta. Georgia. He says he using
pletely
This remedy is In nireB llpninrrliiii'f'S
OF PRICE AT PORTALES. was robbed of $lfi;
nhpiitil, .rnMia they built a "bashing." or barrier, to
and a gold watch tended cured."
especially for coughs anil aiiftlpfl rol,la nml lirnliehitla ami is cut off the smo'ke and keep the air
'
In a Union avenue restaurant, nnd Is
,
,
Portales,
,.
colds. It will loosen Hnd relie e a ,un n I ,, V'm,u'n pnrn fm- - TW!it.-- Innci
Roosevelt county, Judge
tn
l
l
u..i..i
Ull'iini
'nll'l'
cold In less time than by any Every bottle guaranteed by nil drugVope presiding. The first case for """f
can be heard from. He was severe
CARNEGIE LIBRARY
other treatment and is a favorite gists. 50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
the grand jury is that of E. L. Price, relatives
army
discharged
honorably
the
from
OPENED AT ROSWELL.
the news agent, who shot and killed- several months ago, having served a; wherever its superior excellence has
Every vehicle on our floors has
become known. For sale by all
Passenger Conductor Frank B. Cur- term in the Philippine Islands.
On April-- 2
the new Carnegie litwo weeks notice to get out. We brary at Roswell was opened to all
tls Friday night on a southbound
need the room more than we need the who care to take advantage of the extrain. All witnesses and attorneys In GOLDFI ELD MINING MEN
Chamberlain's Salve is good for money. Albuquerque Carriage Co.
ATTEND ANNUAL MEETING. any
ihe case left Roswell for Portales.
cellent opportunities ft affords. The
allays
disease of the skin. It
tnei
When the train with the prisoner
C. D. Taylor nnd R. U Oolburn, of Itching
in- burning
sensation
A GASTRONOMICAL TREAT WILL librarian, Miss IJllian McCain is at
and
large
was
a
Goldfleld,
Nevada,
Portales.
arrived at
there
arrived in Phoenix
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE the building every day, cataloguing
crowd at the station, and cries of for the annual meetings tomorrow of stantly. For sale by all druggists.
them in
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH the bc.:ks and arranging
"Lynch him" were heard. A cowboy the stockholders of the Jumbo
e
However, the coal strike will be
their proper places The trial hours,
up and produced his lariat, but lng company and Red Top Mining general enough for a general advance FROM 11 TO 2:30.
or hours which will be observed at
the officers pushed through the crowd company, three-fourth- s
of the total In prices.
Try a Citizen want ad.
first until the needs of the people are
Secretary-Treasure-

r

4, 1C33.

OTHER THRILLING ESCAPES IN

DO

President C. D. Taylor.
Vice President J. n. Menardl.
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THE COAL MINE
IN FRENCH MINE THAT

ISASTERS

GAVE UP LIVE VICTIMS.
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Arduous search of rescuers in a difficut passage.
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Min-rod-

Rescuers in the fatal mine at Courrieres. France, bolstering up
lapsed portions of tho mine as they p roceed into the depths.
in

the mine as fresh as possible. Soon,
however, the smoke began to come
In from other dhctions,
and the
"bashing" was torn down as useless,
At last when some of them were on
the verge of suffocation, rescue came,

A party led by

learned, will be from 10 to 12 a. m.
and from 2 until (j in the afternoon,
nnd from 7 to 9 o'clock in, the evening, every day except. Sunday.
The new furniture which has been
installed U of weathered oak, and
consists of chairs, tagles desks, umbrella and magazine racks and such
:ther furniture as Is needed to meet
the need of a library.
The book 8 consist largely of standard reference and literary works, and

some

col-

the manager effected
an entrance from another part of the
mine. When the entombed miners
heard the rescuers coming those who
were aide struck up u hymn of
thanksgiving.
the

latest and most popular
better class of
inagazir.es and periodicals will be received at the library, besides a number of metropolitan dally newspapers.
The Evening Citizen will be on file
nt this library, having been donated
by the publishers.
fiction.

of

All of the

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

You
B ut Things

T Come Out Wayl

Yott'll Have to, Also I
YOU May Think

We Are'

Know We Have a

66

SPEC

GOOD YmG"

WE can afford to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
of the only heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
ot the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

D

rnPITbGr

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adiacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
That on this avenue a thirty-fobuilding line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites or
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
OR ARIZONA.

ot

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

Jh& Terrace Addition Improvement
M. P. SlAMAf,

Compy

Secretary and Selling Agent
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or

Carre!, all wool chain,

fror.i T'V up.

Mrus'uls Carpet,
Lnrso stork
seeds,
Swings. Chairs
Chairs, Kte.

Liniment!
w

from 80c up.
of seasonable
Stoves, Lawn
Tents, Camp

CURE-BARGAI-

IN

NS

"Human Hearts." a play that has
already made Its reputation, and one
so well and universally known that. It
needs but little comment, Is Ixniked
for Elks' Opera House, April 7th, and
that It will he greeted with a packed
house, goes without saying, for the
story told In "Human Hearts" Is as
sweet js the scent of the apple blos
soms ami us pure. It is a play that
Invariably appeals to the best that
Is in every man and woman, and lifts
them beyond the sordid cares and
petty worries of the every day life.
It is replete with strong situations,
afid at the same time, a vein of corn- eiy, spontaneous In its mirth, runs

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
RAILROAD

NOTES

Brakeman Cleve Kldd of Raton reIn Pueblo to
resume his regular duties with the
Rio Grande railroad.
Engineer Ed Hawsworth has returned from his trip east and resumed his regular duties on the work
train out of Las Vegas.
Mrs. Paul Morton, wife of former
Vice President Morton of the Santa
the city this
Ke, passed through
morning In a private car attached
to train No. ' 10. Mrs. Morton was
accompanied by a party of friends,
and was returning to New York from
a visit to the Grand Canyon and Mex-

turned to his old home

ico.

miles from wuiam
f
miles from ttr.ra?m,.n
another about thirty-flvle m:,rd'
'i'"-Willard, for the purpose of assisting uus
'""'"i
in digging through every cut in xne commit tea the crime as his only
road to the big cut alwut five miles ditor. In the hands of a capable
west of Epris. This big cut is l l- - tor, this particular scene Ih

BACK OF R O.

?

Out of Our!

Pocket

Into Yours;

jfjsT

innt

auac-

Touching is the affliction of
poor,
"Jimmy, strong is
the faith of the blacksmith's mother
in uer ooy, accused oi muruer, ana m
a prison cell, and deep Is the villainy
of the false friend and tho false wife.
Altogether It. goes to make .a play
that Is one of the best to witness; a
play that touches our heart strings,
rouses our better Instincts, and
makes us feel better for having witnessed It.
half-crack-

!F

4000004CO'TIJeraa

.

IN

ACCIDENT.

'ere

fgt.

Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
A happy home is the most valuable
possession that Is within the reach
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy its
comforts if you are suffering from
rheumatism. You throw aside business cares when you enter your home
and you can be relieved from those
rheumatic pains also by applying
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. One apTAKE IT IN TIME.
plication will give you relief and its
Just as Score3 of Albuquerque People continued use for a short time will
Have.
.
bring about a permanent cure. For
sale by all druggists.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
MENANDWOMEIk
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
Btft J for
I'm
annatnral
or ulcerations
Irrltationi
III II

follow.

Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
Cure every kidney 111.
Albuquerque citizens endorse them.
Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717
East street, says: "When I went to
a drug store for Doan's Kidney Pills
I had an attack of backache.
It was
only one of many which had annoyed
me for two or three years. At first
they were mild, and I expected they
would leave just as mysteriously as
the ycame, but with the passing of
time the attacks were more frequent
and of longer duration. I used three
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills, and
was rewarded with an entire cessation of the aching. Up to date, and it
is considerably over six months since
I stopped the treatment, there has not
been a sign of any recurrence."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Fo8terMilburn Co., Buffalo, N.
V.. sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
5i

Notaries Public Appointed.
Tho following notaries public were
appointed Monday by Governor Herbert J. Hagerman: Jose S. Ortiz,
Santa Fe county; Thomas B.
Meek, Arabea, Lincoln county; Chris-tova- l
Sanchez, Ocate, Mora county;
Thomas J. Moore, Nogal. Lincoln
county; Frank R. Coon, Silver City,
Grant county.
Meeting of U. S. Land Commission.
The United States land vomnils-sio- n
met In regular monthly session
Monday in ihe office of Land Commis-- !
sioner A. A. Keen at the Capitol,
There were present Governor Ha-- ,
german, president of tho commission,!
Attorney General O. W. Prichard anil
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewel-lyn. The secretary of the commis- sion, A. A. Keen, was also present.!
and so was E. P. Holcomh, special
agent of t he general land office at
Washington, who is in the territory
charged with the Investigation of al-- i
leged land frauds on the public do-- !
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RIO GfeANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

Third and Marquttti

Both Phones

Wc Do Yotir Blacksmith Work Right!

I
4

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO)
HORSESHOEING

OUR

real car Are dealers
Automatic 'phone, G35. Office, 212

HARNESS REPAIRING AND

West Gold Avenue.

7

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

J. KORBER

UP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST SILVER AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

here. Door and Window
screen made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

PRESCRIPTIONS

MILL

RIGHT

or taking.
m You limply vrtm the bnrton

(tt

f
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203 W. Ralro4 Aw.

At Consistent Prices

RIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
BALLING,

A.D. JOHNSON

r.

OILS,

Extra Fine Perfumed
Toilet Soaps

Kelchcr

Violet

Rose and English

in the picture) and the pen tUj
in iu,

--

Eagle$!50
1

Flash

with
a pen trpoint
No.

14

I

kirat tolld fold

Cerrllloa

finctt vulcanized
rubHer and fully guaranteed.

25 cents

band, $4.00

Eagle Pencil Co.
Manufacturer)

Block

Ammrlemn

R

Tar and

Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

,

THE WILLIAMS

(5 COO
COKE

Per
MILL

BLUE FRONT STORE.
Both phonos.

riRE

INSURANCE.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Secretary Mutual Building Assocla
Jas. Hekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im tion, Office at 217 West Railroad
boden'a Granite Flour.

Ton
WOOD

Stapl and .b'ancy

M,

Groceries

W.H.Halm&Co
BOTH 'PHONES

as3nHaaeaBic3

A. E. WALKER,

G. PRATT & CO.

KINDLING

I

CO;

DRUG

117 W. Railroad Ave.

Fm

Sold by Staiioivfi
and Other btorea
Aak YOUR DEALER.
If he
doein't aeli yon the Eail
"FLASH" Fountain Penatnen
end the retail price direct to
us. Each pea absolutely

1

Also extra quality

Established In 1882

Ea.U 'FU.h" No. 25
with (old baneU. $2.60
EaU "FUml." No. 26
larsasiza, . . $3.00
with (old

FOR-

B. A. SLEYSTER

WritM the tratant tl
touckaa tli paper

Chl-may-

Hawthornev

3 Cakes in Box

V444d44

,

MEXICO.

NEW

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
pumpand supplies and horse-powe- r
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay, ing outfits.
Grain and Fuel.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Cigars.
your
and
Place
order for
this line with us.
CLEANING
NORTH THIRD STREET. 2 STEAM CARPET
Clemnmr
Tho
THORNTON
J
He Is the
Cleans everything.
t, Furniture Man. Moving, pack-INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE
lng and shipping, unpacking and
NOTAhY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque J setting up, and is no upstart at
V the business.
There is no otn- - i
Automatlo Telephone, 174.
er just Thornton. Both 'phones.
J
'
i
737 South Walter Street.
fOOOOC)CXDOOOC03CX300C!OOOC)OCi

-'--

CO.,

RUPPE

B.

WE FULL

TOTI A GRAOt

f

-

SCREEN TIME
Is

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
V09
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

H The Simplex Somt Sifnt
lUndiot
ao4 onlf Perfect H je

&

FIG-

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVK,

ocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooa

Thos.

av ri.r

CAR-

TRIMMING.

RIAGE

Lucero

Am

PAINTS.

irrr
vfiiu

SCREEN DOORS

We desire patronage and we guar
an tee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

Mminiit'iiIW
.vr.ijsjz'iu

nr.,

Pen. No g'.ua filler
no ink to spill oo clogging 1

OFFICIAL MATTERS

"

Col
Albuquerque
Carriage
Corner
Road.
Flrat and
i

I

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

j

soul-stirrin- g.

rs

ThcGco.T.StaggCo.

:

-

24-fo- ot

Our Top Buggies and(
Runabouts must morel
Wo need the floor
space for another car.'
It's a time to helpS
yourself by helping us !
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00 j
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123X0
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con- -'
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
Write for catalogue and prices

Bottled In Bond.

Nick Hileers. a driver for the Agua
MELINI & EAKIN
Pura company, had a narrow escape
Bolt Agents.
from a serious accident early Tues
day morning, while delivering Ice at
Albuquerque, N. M.
the corner of Railroad and Center ave-- '
Automatic Phone, 199.
nues, says the Las Vegas Optic.
Mr. lingers was driving along in!
tile wagon, which is drawn bv one
horse, when the king bolt slipped outl IP YOU WISH TO EAT a Rooc
pulled from lunch and enchiladas on the Mezteai
un(1?r tll
wagon. The driver was style, eo to South Third utroet coro-strontnrow ont ,nto ,he Rtrwt. but
avenue No 215
himself up unhurt, save a few 'slight servei prompUy 'at any hotp ot thl
Dru ses. Tha sudilen
pping or the ( night. Prices will be from 26c to Sec
front end of the wagon, causing a
quantity of the ice to fall out, fright- M. GRENADINO & CO.
ened tho horse and It started to run
away. The animal was stopped, how
N. PEACH & CO.
ever, before it ran more than a few

-

miles In length, and Is of solid rock.
there being at least 600,000 yarus oi
rock to go through. Three shovels
will be put to work at this cut.
At Eprls the Santa Fe tracks will
go over the Rock Island tracks using
arch over the
the medium of a
latter'B tracks, thus doing away with
a flat crossing anu its attendant an
noyances and dangers.
Dr. Kaufman will leave tomorrow
for Chihuahua, Mexico, where he has
accepted a position as companv phy
sician with the W. C. Green Consoli
dated Copper company's plant at that
point, and where the doctor Intends
to make his future home.

ESCAPE

WAGON

e

condictorYslayer

ROC

NARROW

l
mope Sombre
moments
especially
tlifl
is the- scene where.n
anu

Train No. 10, this morning, carried
forty Mexican laborers, en route to
HAS BAD REPUTATION
Dale, Kan., where they will be placed
at work on the railroad section. ship-So
many of these peons are being
ped to Kansas for railroad work that E. L. PRICE IS HELD AT ROSWELI.
WHERE PEOPLE ARE INDIGNKansas farmers will have to go to
ANT.
raising chill to supply them with
their native food. The Mexican can't
Roswell, X. M., April 2 .The killing
work until he has chili to keep him
warm.
of Conductor Frank" B. Curtis by E.
1.. Price, news agent on a P. V. & N.
E. train near Elida, about 73 miles
R. E. PELLOw'lS
northeast of Roswell, Friday night
NOW IN EL PASO lust aroused general indignation in
Roswell and all along the line of the
road.
CAR
THE
FORMER MANAGER OF
Price is 26 years old and single. He
DEN AS AT TRINIDAD IN HIS has a brother, C. I Price, at Madison-ville- ,
Ky., an another, E. M. Price, at
NEW POSITION.
Kinsman, Ky. His aged mother lives
Providence, Ky. His
Ready to assist in preparing for tne at the oldnrehome,
said to be wealthy.
opening of the Harvey quarters in brothers
Conductor Curtis was born nt Litthe new union station, thu men who tle Hocking, Ohio. December
2G, 1S58.
will be in charge of the news stand He had been railroading for twenty
and eating room are in the city, says years, having come to Roswell six
the El Paso Herald.
years ago,
living in Amarillo one
been in year. He after
H. E. i'ellow, who has
was married December 28,
charge of the Harvey house at Trin- 1887, to Miss Emma
Sayne, at Little
idad, Colo., will be In charge of the Hocking, Ohio. They have no
restaurant, and A. Morris, who has
been in charge of the news departMr. Curtis Is survived
by
four
ment at the Dearborn station, in Chi- brothers and two sisters, Ed Curtis,
cago, will be in charge of the news an engineer at Tombstone, Ariz., and
stand and curio department.
Dudley, Preston and Charles and Miss
Both men are at the St. Regis, in Lou Davis and Mrs. E. O. Nave, all of
company with John Stein, superin- Portsmouth, Ohio. Dudley Curtis, of
tendent of this district, with head- Portsmouth, Ohio, and Mrs. Curtls's
quarters at Las Vegas. They are brother, E. Sayne and her sister, Mrs.
both men of long experience in the Joe Watson, of Silverton, Colo., are
Harvey service, and they come to El expected hero to accompany her to
Paso with Instructions to keep the her old home at Little "Hocking,
local Harvey concessions up to the where the remains are to be interred.
high standard that has been mainPrice is evidently a dangerous man.
or eighty A1out two weeks aco. he accused
tained at the seventy-fiv- e
a
other Harvey eating houses.
passenger who was coming to Roswell
Decorators are busily engaged in of stealing a box of cigars, east of
tinting the walls of the dining room. Amarillo. The passenger denied the
The mural decorations are to embody charge emphatically, when Price be- the best of good taste in restaurant came so violent that the passenger
decorations.
left the train at a point east of Am- Fixtures for the kitchen are already arillo. Soon after, Price went through
arriving. The great ranges, heaters, the train with a slxshooter, looking
and a dozen contrivances to facilitate for the passenger.
the preparation of meals are already
Frank B. Curtis was a very popular
in the kitchen and are being installed. man and bore a most excellent repu- other
and
Automatic
tation. He was an Elk and belonged
labor-savin- g
devices are present in to the Order of Railroad Conductors,
fuM force.
Tables and other dining room fixtures are being made in Grand Rapids, Mich.
','WM
ftttVT'T!?
Orders for all fixtures were placed
by J. V. Huckel. manager of the news
,i.nnrtniont. Mr. Huckel has the rep
utation of possessing extremely good
while dintaste In such matters, andexactly
come
ing room fixtures do not
deunder his jurisdiction, the eating good
partment men all defer to his
judgment.
MMENSE

biliousness, malaria, chills and fever,
Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kidney complaints, general debility anil female weaknesses.
as a general tonic and appetizer for weak persons and espe-clal- y
for the aged. It Induces sound
sleep. Fully guaianteed by all druggists. Price only 50c.

HUMAN HEAR1S

HARNESS

ono twenty

Meat Market

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

SE- -

I

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

d
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TO

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking:. We have added to our already well equipped lauudery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
and we will straighten them out for you.

THIRD STREET

PriceZyM&'lOO

J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone 177.
Corner of Coal Avenue and Sec- onil street west end olvladuct.

THiS CHANGE

Devil's Island Torture.
no worse than the terrible case of
piles that afflicted nio ten years. Then
I wa sadvised to apply Hueklon's Arnica Salvo and less than a box permanently cured me, writes L. S. Napier of Kugles, Ky. Heals nil wounds,
burns and sores like magic. 25c at all
druggists.
Is

CurosL&mcB&cft

SEVEN

PAGE
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"What Women Will Do," as exeni- pllfied t the KlUs' Theater last, even- niir, before a decidedly small audi- enee, demonstrated that women, if
they love, will cling to the oliject of1
their affection, no matter how nn- worthy he may be. While the play,
last evening, was not up to the stand- main, and Into matters connected All Kinds of Frsh and Salt Meats,
ard of attractions that Manager Mat-so- n with the
Steam Sausage Factory.
disposition
the public
has been giving us lately, it was lands of the territory cf
of New Mexico.
average
as Rood as the
melod'Miia
as Masonic EMIL KLeTnwORT,
Is expected to be. As for the cast, No Information could bo obtained
Bulldm. Mortn Third Street.
the character of the proceedings
Alice Katherine Horry, as "Wilkins to
it. Is tinder-stooby
commission,
the
but
Mlcawbcr, Jr.," was the whole show,
serious Import
or at least the best thing on the bill. were cthat matters of looked
Into.
nsldered nnd
A little midget of a lady, not over
THR CELEBRATED
three feet high, she did the "irreIs the Moon Inhabited?
pressible child" true to life, and durScience has proven that the moon
ing her time on the stage, and es- has an atmosphere, which makes life
pecially in her burlesque of the Iragic in some form possible on that satellite
"death scene." she more than made but not for human beings, who have
good. The rest In the cast were fair, a hard enough time on this earth of
and handled their parts as well as the ours;
those who don't know
author's lines would let hem.
that Electric Hitters cure headache,

4Tc up.

Ini!i-;il-

CITIZEN.

Sloans ,Q

cotton chain,

Carpet,

Ingrnln
from

r
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Hlllsboro

Creamery Butter
Earth.

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

Best on

Cigar and Tobacco, an
kind of Fresh Meat.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner of Wmak-lngto- a
Orders Solicited.
214 South Seeona Street.
Avenue. ALBCQUERUE.N. M.
.

Groceries,
II
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The Futme Raikoad Metropolis of New Mexico

CUT

TO BE DRILLrD THROUGH
CUT-OFFE
SANTA
ON THE
NEAR EPRIS WILL ARCH OVER
ROCK ISLAND TRACKS.

Lvzaicd on the Belen
--

33.33

Dr. Harry Kaufman, formerly with
Const ruction comthe Lantry-Sharppany's hospital ar. Willard, arrived in

13

31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

y yesterday, having resigned
tho
his position with the Uintry-Snapeople and accepted a Ksition ascoin-landoctor with a mining company

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite

n

in Old Mexico.

Kaufman stated that all of the
between
on the Helen cut-of- f
Willard and Helen was practically
completed with the exception of the
the
ballast work and that this, with soon
aid of the rock crushers, would
he, completed. Trains will bepin running over the cutoff from Willard to
Helen within the next few days but
o regular train service will be put on
us there
for some time to come yet.
that are not in
are hi" shoo-tlvs- "
shape to stand much traffic, and the
etc..
many work trains, water trains
line
the cut-ofthat are constantly on passenger
serwould interfere with
vice.
i..ard
The track is through from
to Eprls, the doctor stated, butS: not
am
yet ope-- ; for train sen ice.
vill be put to work at one.',!.
one about twtlve mil s from Wilb.r
Dr
work

of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Cut-o- ff

business and residence lots, size 25xH2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
greets, with alleys 2') feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school hotue, eoet-fi.a population of l.f.00 Inhabitants; lament mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery;
three hotels.
!UlurgU. etc. Helen Is the largest shipping point for wool,
when, wine, U.w.r and hav In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

Of 1.000

VAW, churches. Commercial club;
al.L FMT LIMITED EXPRESS.

MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.H- - GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improve, by 'ultlruti
ard. drug store, bsrness shop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel

reared are
0vJ

1

first-clas-

no

n.d nr gravel.

We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE3T LOTS TO

f

JOHN BECKER,
rt"ifnrT

";

4

AND SOUTH.

ssoi, plaalag

mVX

DEEDS.

Improvement
Town
The
Belen
Gomnam
and
President
WM. M. BERGER,
differ y.t fsftfc

in.

Secretary

M

tAGE EIGHT

ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Rain tonight and probably Thurs
day; warmer Thursday. Colder in ex
treme southern portion tonight.

EASTER SHOES

EVENING

Following was

I'utoiit Colt Shoos

n-

Patent Colt Oxfords
$3.50
$2.50 to $3.50
FOR WOMEN.

Shoes.

$3.25 to $4.00

Kid

Sllws.

$2.25 to $3.50

Patent Kid Oxfords
NO C43T(f COSTUME CAN BE
WITHOUT A PAIR OFCVR OOOPYl AR WCLT

$2.75 to $3.50

cpMrcwrtBit yicl

most stilish.
shocs. The 3H0C
ITU

Kid Oxfords
$2.25 to $3.00

POSSIBlC TOMAlN.l
CI YluC? NOW KLfY.

ANOPURBlE

AND CONDIMENTS.

SAUCES

Wnen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are gure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER

3
H

.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second street.

r.FO w Mimny.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Mayna d Co.
ARe'eXCLUSIVE

REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'Tis a
good time for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT,

SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
2- 3-

-

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

J,

H. O'RIELLY CO,

Druggists

J. 13. Rutherford, the life Insurance
agent, was a passenger f r Santa Hr
this morning.
Two plain drunks were before the
police court tribunal this morning, and
received the usual "5 or five days."
Jay MItehner left this morning for
Cripple Creek, Colo., where ho will
be the guest of Jils sister a few days.
Mrs. Frank Moore left yesterday
for a short visit to friends and relatives at Morton and Lawrence, Kan.
lion. E. V. Miera, merchant at
Cuba, Sandoval county, left for home
this morning, after a few days' visit
to the city.
The regular danee of tiie Commercial club takes place tonight and a
pleasant time is anticipated by those
who will attend.
George Arnot is transacting business in l,as Vegas today. Mr. Arnot
went to the Meadow City this morning
and expects to return tonight.
J. II. Herndon, cashier of the State
National bank of Albuquerque, left
last night for Silver City, where lie
Is Interested in starting a new bank.
The Woman's Relief Corps will give
a pie social Thursday evening, April
5, at Red Men's hall, to which the
(. A. It ladles of the Circle are Invited.
George E. Fischer, who makes the
southwest for the Mayer Boot and
Shoe company of Milwaukee, Wis., Is
spending the day with local merchants.
Mrs, W. H. Greer returned this
morning frm a visit to her parents
at Hakersfleld, Cal. Mrs. Greer also
made a short sojourn with friends In
San Francisco.
Mrs. C. M. Foraker
and children,
family of United States Marshal CM.
Foraker, left this morning for Skedee,
Okla., where they will be the guests
of Mrs. Foraker's parents.
Although the cold rain of t3ra7
made the day very disagreeable, the
remarks of many showed that the
raiu waa much more preferable than
the violent sand and wind storm of
yesterday.
The regular monthly meeting of St.
John's Guild of the Episcopal church,
was held this afternoon nt 2:30
o'clock in the Guild hall In the church.
This afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. Litany was said In the Episcopal church.
Fire Chief J. C. Burtiuss, of the
city fire department, is enjoying a
visit from J. G. Logue, an old friend,
from Toledo, Ohio.
Mr. Logue is a
plumber by trade and Is traveling
over
west looking for a location.
Aid society of
The German
the Lutheran church met this afternoon at the home of Mrs. Renner, 220
West Silver avenue, at which tlnve a
large number of members were pres
ent and much business of Importance
to the society was transacted.
BeA meeting of the
n
nevolent socltty was held this
at 2:30 o'clock in the office
of District Attorney Frank W. Clancy,
at which time means for furthering
the work of the organization and other
important matters were discussed. .
A meeting of the feathered birds
better known as Eagles, was held last
night, at whidh time several candidates were Initiated Into the mysteries of the lodge, being taught to
spell a certain little word, after which
all present
wero served with delicious refreshments.
M. P. Kelly has resigned as traveling salesman for the Ernest Myers
wholesale liquor house, and accepted
the position of assistant president of
the Southwestern Brewery and Ice
company. Mr. Kelly has already taken
up the duties of his new office.
The voting yesterday upon the bond
issues developed one fact that would
not have been made evident otherwise, and tlhat wa-- s the astonishing
large number of people who have
loiight real estate iu the city since
the assessment rolls of 1905 were
made.
Frank Curtis, the Pecos Valley &
Northeastern conductor, whose killing
by a news agent on the train a few
days ago was published In The EvenAlbuing Citizen,
was an
querque railroad man. He came to
this city in January, 1SS1, In company
(H'orge H. Frost, Richard Brown
and Hub leeds, the latter now deceased, and the four, all c inductors.

te

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce tne same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

Barnett Building

after-ternoo-

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT
MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY

PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

-

m

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, ClockB, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

old-tim- e

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

wi-.-

EstteF tSiiits for

hand-painte-

j

i

1
I
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

Vegetable Dish 6.00

Hound

1

Veg. Dish

Ask for coupons with each cash
purchase and exchange them for
chinawa re.
We suarar'tee that our prices on
ooods are the lowest In the city.
This special offer is made for the
purpose of increasing our trade
and showing the people that we
truly appreciate their patronage.
We earnestly Invite you to call.
Very Respectfully,
L. KEMPENICH.
See Window Display.

S.11O

20.00
Cracker Jar
Kancy Dish, or Celery Tray. .20.00
S inch Hound
Veg. Dish... 12.00
ftinch Round Veg. Dish ..16.00
8.00
Oblong Veg. Dish
Oblong Veg. Dish ...12.00
8.00
Platter
11 inch Platter
16.00
24.00
Platter

1

h

Oatmeal Dish

5.00

5.00
32.00

Bowl

1

Covered Dish

1
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NOTICE.

or

Vilo.

'phone

48.
V.
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THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THfc KGistfE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

II. MITCHEU
City Scavenger

113-115-1-

o

South First Street
North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

17

THE ELECTION IS OVER. NOW
FOR THE BIG ORGAN RECITAL AT
THE CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH.

Writrf for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

The Baptist missionary tea will be
held Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Maddlson, 028 South Arno

street.

Everybody invited.
o

ROOMING
HOUSE FOR RENT
AND FURNITURE OF SAME
FOR
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'3
SONS.
o
THE
SEATING CAPACITY
OF
THE CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
IS LIMITED.
SECURE YOUR TICKETS AT MATSON'S FOR THE PIPE
ORGAN RECITAL, THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 5.

T. OFVAN'N
S.DOCTOR
OPTICS
tr--

CIANS AND VOCALISTS.
CENTS ADMISSION.
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Stationery
Lowacy's Candies

at Vann'a

Ccrner Cold Avenue and Second Street.

Drug Storm.

Successors to E. J. POST

Wholesale

and Retail

H

FLORIST
F ft

HARDWARE

M

Auto Phone, 718,
4

O

Wholesale

and Retail

M

ICE CREAM

M

0

w
H

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS

H

RUEBER HOSE

FREEZERS
WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDEN TOOLS
;

it v

i

i

i

SPADES,

In!

SHOVELS

RAKES

M
M

H

4
n
4

H

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

AVENUE.

H
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Fino Jewelry
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PURE DRUGS
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THE ORGAN
RECITAL AT THE
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH WILL
BEGIN AT 8:15 O'CLOCK THURSDAY EVENING,
APRIL 5. ADMIS
SION, 50 CENTS.
now

wr-

WIciNTOSN HARDWARE GQftfiP&lNlY

to take
after election is to ht- the Honconcert April lo. Matinee

i'Ui. c

8HUR-O- N

Room tO, Whiting Blk.
Appointment

A GASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.

Tiie next exciting

-- Hk.

FIRST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

PIPE ORGAN RECITAL APRIL 5.
BY MRS. R. H. LESTER, ASSISTED
BY ONLY PROFESSIONAL MUSI-

'lir--

S. Second

h Hound

1

'M mfsss.'X...

Km

City garbage wagons will start running Monday morning, April 2. Those
having cans to empty or who desire garbage service, will please notify
the city scavenger at "his office, 10G
ixoia nvenue, or iy auio. pnone ivi

I

E.L WASHBURN CO.

SIMON
JTERK
Clotfoieir
Sa Railroad Avemae

The school board has decided to dis
miss school at 2:30 on the afternoon
of April 10, as nearly all the children
intend to attend the Honey's boys'
matim e.

Suits Range from $12 to $30
122

low-cos- t,

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

Special U The Evening Citizen.
as Crtices, N. M., April 3. Subscribers of the Elephant Butte Dam
Wattir Users' association yesterday
took a vote on whether or not the association should enter into a contract
with the government for the construction of the work. , The votes
wero n :t all in this evening, but the
result is expected to be favorable, as
there was practically no opposition to
the movement.

most

t 19
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THE BIRBSELL WAGON

I

GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
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See Our Windows
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WATER USERS VOTE ON
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HE Bloom of freshness is on Nature.
Even the leaves are whispering
"Spruce up!" Sprucest of all clothes
are those marked H. S. & M. They're
high-clabut
reproducing
in every detail the cut and fabrics of
the aristocratic tailor. Your Dollars
are made elastic here.
H. S. & M. Suits, $10 to $30.

T

n

aiM cv, Ming.

-

,

FREE FREE

ey's

Sacks in fine, ronh and .smooth Worsteds
Cassiineres and Cheviots, of multitudinous
patterns and tones, all strikingly stylish, and
in many cuts to suit the taste. Also frocks
for church parades- soft,
and strikingly stylish. All
made, precise in fit, expressive in style. See windows.

T ""hi n"

I

j

And the next flay It ralnrd.
Miss Ella Hangs left today for a
visit to her old home in Ies Moines,
Iowa.

Viol Kid Oxfords.

I

com-tnife-

Nos. 1, 7 and ! On time.
No. 81:25 a. in.
No. 4 3 a. in.

$2.50 to $4.00

VU'i

o'clock report
passenger

trains:

Vlrl Kid Shoes

Kid

Che 4

of the arrival of Santa He

$3.50 to $4.00

Patent

OF TRAINS.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 190ff.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
ran the first trains west fuom Albuquerque on the Atlantic & Pacific
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
road. Curtis subsequently formed a
home made door, with trlnmnugs,
partnership with Hoc. Bledsoe and forA $1.2fi.
thry oiM'ned the St. Elmo, whlcil they We are making window screens all
subsequently sold to Joe ltarnrtt. Cur- mortised together,
as trong as
tis will be well remembered by all the a door, for 7 cents and
a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
Onlv nne nmn voted In the Fourth will outlast uny door shipped ln here
stated
money.
He
on
yesterday
ward
from the cast, together with trimln ,,1( mings, for $1.25.
'o t ie' Judp - !ki; '"'
pay
willing
taxes
to
bank that he
We make the regular shop made
en.
The Judi'e that accepted this screen doors that have always cost,
didn't
th.it
nr
he
said
nu
sworn slat"
heretofore. $2 00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
n the truth of Mie
a minute quest
f.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
n
man
was
voter
Tils
ment.
PLANING MILL CO.
wlm would likely have lo.oim in me
NOTICE.
linnli.
There will le a meeting of the citiI am prepared
to take pnrtles of any
party central
zens'
,
ant luilnf
tinnlfi
nu,
irv'jiiL In
m ili 1111nI U II tI HIt
ni.iixv. in
at. the fllce of the Surety Investment company tonight at 7:30 (jiiriL;. me
innt'iiaua, at rPagona- i 'clock.
Chairman Browne would like hie rat.fR.
U C. WAUDWKLL.
to leave the city tomorrow on busi823 South Arno streot.!
ness, and he hopes to wind up t.ie afas
fairs of the election yesterday,
Come in and read the tags. Prices
far as the payment of bills are con- speak
than promises. Albucerned, at the meeting tonight. All querque louder
Carriage Co.
members of said committee are urged
to attend.
ATTENTION GENTLEMfcN!
A large $10 plate glass window In
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
the Blanehard meat market on First
street, cracked this morning, appar- and be well dressed. Yu know our
ently of Its own volition, though just reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Eighteen
what caused It to crack is somewhat styles, and lowest prices.
of a mystery. The big glass parted hundred new samples to select from.
In a zigzag line near the center, leav- Nettleton
Tailoring Agency
r
ing a space .vf almost
of
114 South Third street.
an inch In width.
The supposition
advanced by some is that the glass
"tickets "bought sold
was defective, while others claim that
because It was not cut square, the
and exchanged
strain on it caused It to part.
Association Offleo
It is reiKirted niton good authority
Transactions
that E. R. Fergusson, formerly cash
Guarantood
ier for the Mutual Life Insurance
company 'here, and late of Oregon. ROSENFIELD'S, 1 18 W. R. R. Ave.!
lias been appointed temporarily
to
succeed Darby A. Day &b manager for
the company at El Paso. Mr. Day
resignation
several
ii is
tendered
weeks ago. an announcement of which
was made at the time ln The Evening Citizen. Mr. Fergusson has a
large number of friends in Albuquer
que who wish him every success In
When your cash purchases reach
bis new position.
George L. Mesker & Co., of Evans- the amounts specified below, you
vllle, Ind., manufacturers and design
are entitled to select any of the
ers of store fronts, certainly believe
In taking time bv the forelock.
In
dishes, free
following
their advertisement tiiey print a map
of the United States, giving t'he num
of charge:
ber of fronts they have placed In each
state, ln Iheir last map the terri
torial of New Mexico and Arizona, as
1 Individual Huttcr
$1.00
well as of Oklahoma and Indian Ter1 Covered Butter
24.00
ritory, have disappeared, and the two
1
3.00
llreakfast plate
states of Arizona and Oklahoma take
1
10.00
flravy lioat
forty-seveOf
places.
their
the
8.0(1
1 Cream Pitcher
states made by the new ones, only
1
18.00
Sirgar Bvl
twenty-twof
excel in the number
2.oi)
I Sauce Dish .'
fronts bought those already bought in
1
5.00
Tea
Handle
and
Saucer....
be
the state of Arizona, the number
1
4.00
Dinner Plate
ing forty-nine- .
1
4.00
Coupe Soup
1
21.00
Tea Pot
Children's black vie! kid oxfords,
16.1X1
1
Pitcher
with patent leather tips, extension
1 Pally Hread or Cake Plate. .20.00
soles. and low heels, good quality and
1 Orange Howl or Fruit Dish. .36.00
styliBh looking. 5 to 8, $1"; SMs.to 11,
8.00
1
Tickle IMsh
sr.t;
?
ji ir- 111. to ti
2u. in
si .mi.
C. May's shot- store, 314 West Hailroad avenue.
-
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